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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and apparatus for adaptively obtaining bandwidth 
requests in a broadband wireless communication system. The 
method and apparatus includes dynamically varying tech 
nique combinations enabling a plurality of users to efficiently 
request bandwidth from a shared base station. A user may 
"piggyback a new bandwidth request upon, or set a “poll-me 
bit within, presently allocated bandwidth. A base station 
may poll users, individually or in groups, by allocating unre 
quested bandwidth for new requests. Polling may respond to 
a “poll-me bit,” and/or it may be adaptively periodic at a rate 
based on communication status parameters, such as recent 
communication activity and connection QoS levels. Group 
polling permits a possibility of collisions. Polling policies 
may be established for dynamically varying user groups, or 
may be determined for each user. Dynamic selection of 
appropriate polling techniques makes use of efficiency ben 
efits associated with each technique. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ADAPTIVELY 
OBTAINING BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION 

REQUESTS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation application of Ser. 
No. 1 1/350,474, filed Feb. 8, 2006, which is a continuation 
application of Ser. No. 10/014,951, filed Dec. 11, 2001 (now 
U.S. Pat. No. 7,006,530, issued Feb. 28, 2006), which claims 
the benefit under 35 USC S 119 of U.S. provisional applica 
tion No. 60/257,525, filed Dec. 22, 2000, entitled METHOD 
AND SYSTEM FOR ADAPTIVELY ALLOCATING 
BANDWIDTH IN A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, all of 
which are incorporated by reference. This application is 
related to application Ser. No. 09/316,518, entitled 
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ALLOCATING 
BANDWIDTH IN A WIRELESS COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEM, filed May 21, 1999, which is related to application 
Ser. No. 08/974,376 (now U.S. Pat. No. 6,016,311), entitled 
ANADAPTIVE TIME DIVISION DUPLEXING METHOD 
AND APPARATUS FOR DYNAMIC BANDWIDTH 
ALLOCATION WITHIN A WIRELESS COMMUNICA 
TION SYSTEM, filed Nov. 19, 1997, all of which are incor 
porated by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. This invention relates to wireless communication 
systems, and more particularly to a method and apparatus for 
efficiently allocating bandwidth between base stations and 
users in a wireless communication system. 
0004 2. Description of Related Art 
0005 Recently, wideband or “broadband’ wireless com 
munications networks have been proposed for providing 
delivery of enhanced services such as Voice, data and video 
services. The broadband wireless communication system 
facilitates two-way communication between a base station 
and a plurality of fixed subscriber stations or Customer Pre 
mises Equipment (CPE) stations. One exemplary broadband 
wireless communication system is described in related U.S. 
Pat. No. 6,016,311, and shown in block diagram of FIG. 1. 
0006. As described in related U.S. Pat. No. 6,016,311, a 
wireless communication system facilitates two-way commu 
nication between plurality of subscriber radio stations or sub 
scriber units (fixed or portable) and a fixed network infra 
structure. Exemplary communication systems include mobile 
cellular telephone systems, personal communication systems 
(PCS), and cordless telephones. A key objective of these 
wireless communication systems is to provide communica 
tion channels on demand between a plurality of user units and 
one or more associated base stations in order to connect a 
subscriber or user with a network infrastructure (such as the 
Internet). Both wired and wireless systems, however, may 
have multiple access Schemes which permit a particular user 
to obtain access to a shared communication media, Such as a 
particular physical radio channel. Many of such shared media 
systems divide access between various users by allocating 
timeslots within a time “frame,” which is used as a basic 
information transmission unit. Each frame is typically Sub 
divided into a plurality of time slots, which may be synchro 
nous or asynchronous within the frame. Some of which are 
used for control purposes and some for information transfer. 
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0007 Bidirectional communication units typically use a 
“duplexing scheme to allow information flow in both direc 
tions. Transmissions from the base station to users are com 
monly referred to as “downlink’ transmissions. Transmis 
sions from a user to the base station are commonly referred to 
as “uplink’ transmissions. Time division duplexing (TDD) 
and frequency division duplexing (FDD) methods are 
examples of duplexing schemes to facilitate the exchange of 
information both directions between base stations and users. 

0008. As shown in FIG. 1, the exemplary broadband wire 
less communication system 100 includes a plurality of cells 
102. Each cell 102 contains an associated cell site 104 that 
primarily includes a base station 106 and an active antenna 
array 108. Each cell 102 provides wireless connectivity 
between the cell's base station 106 and a plurality of customer 
premises equipment (CPE) 110 positioned at fixed customer 
sites 112 throughout the coverage area of the cell 102. The 
users of the system 100 may include both residential and 
business customers. Each cell may service several hundred or 
more residential and business users. 

0009. The type and quality of services available to the 
customers are variable and selectable. Different broadband 
services have different bandwidth and latency requirements, 
depending on the information rate and the quality of service 
they provide. For example, T1-type continuous bit rate (CBR) 
services typically require bandwidth Sufficient to communi 
cate at a well-defined data rate which has well-controlled 
delivery latency. Until terminated, these services generally 
require bandwidth allocation at a constant rate. In contrast, 
certain other types of data services, such as Internet protocol 
data services, are bursty, frequently idle (momentarily requir 
ing Zero bandwidth), and are relatively insensitive to delay 
variations when active. 

0010. Due to the wide variety of user service require 
ments, and due to the large number of users serviced by any 
one base station, the bandwidth allocation process in a broad 
band wireless communication system such as that shown in 
FIG. 1 can become burdensome and complex. This is espe 
cially true with regard to the allocation of uplink bandwidth. 
Base stations do not have a priori information regarding the 
bandwidth or quality of services that a selected user will 
require at any given time. Consequently, requests for changes 
to the uplink bandwidth allocation are necessarily frequent 
and varying. Due to this volatility in the uplink bandwidth 
requirements, the many CPEs serviced by a selected base 
station will frequently need to request bandwidth allocation. 
If uncontrolled, the bandwidth allocation requests will detri 
mentally affect system performance. The bandwidth required 
to accommodate user bandwidth allocation requests can 
become disproportionately high incomparison with the band 
width allocated for the transmission of substantive data traf 
fic, reducing the communication system bandwidth available 
to provide broadband services. This principle applies to most 
communications systems which share a limited communica 
tion medium among varying user connections. 
0011. Therefore, a need exists for a method and apparatus 
that can dynamically and efficiently allocate bandwidth in 
response to varying bandwidth needs in a shared media com 
munication system. The method and apparatus should be 
responsive to the needs of a particular communication link. 
The bandwidth allocation method and apparatus should be 
efficient in terms of the amount of system bandwidth con 
Sumed by the actual bandwidth request and allocation pro 
cess. That is, the bandwidth requests generated by the user 
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should consume a minimum percentage of available uplink 
bandwidth. In addition, the bandwidth allocation method and 
apparatus should respond to bandwidth requests in a timely 
manner. Bandwidth should be allocated to high priority ser 
vices in a Sufficiently short time frame to maintain the quality 
of service specified by the user. Further, the bandwidth allo 
cation method and apparatus should be capable of processing 
an arbitrarily large number of bandwidth allocation requests 
from a relatively large number of users. For example, in the 
system shown in FIG. 1, over one hundred users may be 
allowed to be simultaneously active, coordinating their trans 
missions on the uplink. The exemplary system can accom 
modate approximately one thousand CPES on the physical 
channel. 
0012 Some prior art systems have attempted to solve 
bandwidth allocation requirements in a system having a 
shared system resource by maintaining logical queues asso 
ciated with the various data sources requiring access to the 
shared system resource. Such a prior art system is taught by 
Karol et al., in U.S. Pat. No. 5,675,573, that issued on Oct. 7, 
1997. More specifically, Karol et al. teach a bandwidth allo 
cation system that allows packets or cells within traffic flows 
from different sources that are contending for access to a 
shared processing fabric to get access to that fabric in an order 
that is determined primarily on individual guaranteed band 
width requirements associated with each traffic flow. In addi 
tion, the system taught by Karol et al. allow the different 
Sources to gain access to the shared processing fabric in an 
order determined secondarily on overall system criteria, such 
as a time of arrival, or due date of packets or cells within the 
traffic flows. Packets or cells of data from each data source 
(such as a bandwidth requesting device) are queued in sepa 
rate logical buffers while they await access to the processing 
fabric. 

0013. A need exists for efficient bandwidth allocation 
methods which accommodate an arbitrarily large number of 
users having uplink bandwidth needs which vary frequently. 
The inventors have recognized that in order to efficiently 
allocate bandwidth, it is important to determine the band 
width needs of users in a timely, accurate and efficient man 

. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0014. In response to the above-identified need, a method 
and apparatus is presented herein for adaptively obtaining 
requests for bandwidth allocation in a shared media commu 
nication system. Adaptively obtaining bandwidth requests 
reduces the amount of bandwidth that is consumed for band 
width request purposes, and provides the communication sys 
tem with the information needed to efficiently allocate band 
width for each user within the capacity limits of the system. 
Since Some techniques for obtaining bandwidth requests 
require allocating bandwidth to the users for the purpose of 
requesting bandwidth, varying combinations of a number of 
bandwidth request and allocation techniques may be adap 
tively employed to efficiently determine and respond to 
changing user bandwidth needs. Each user, or group of users, 
is evaluated on one or more selected communications param 
eters, and the particular technique for obtaining bandwidth 
requests, or the rate of application of that technique, is 
selected or changed for the user or user group in response to 
changes in the selected communications parameters associ 
ated with the user or user group. 
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0015 There are a number of techniques by which base 
stations can obtain bandwidth request messages from associ 
ated users. One such technique is “polling, whereby a base 
station polls one or more users by allocating bandwidth to the 
users specifically for the purpose of allowing the users to 
respond with a bandwidth request. Polling may be directed 
exclusively to a particular user (individual polling), or to a 
group of users (multicast or broadcast polling). Such polling 
of the users by the base station may be in response to a user 
setting a “poll-me” message, or it may be periodic without 
prompting from the user, or it may be performed in response 
to aperiodic conditions. 
0016. When an alternative means to obtain bandwidth 
requests is available, the bandwidth consumed for obtaining 
bandwidth requests may be reduced by allowing the periodic 
polling rate for a particular user or group to go to Zero. For 
example, if uplink bandwidth is already allocated to a par 
ticular user or group then mechanisms such as setting a "poll 
me' marker to explicitly request to be polled, or "piggyback 
ing bandwidth requests on existing bandwidth, may provide 
Sufficient opportunity to request any needed bandwidth allo 
cations. These techniques are useful for currently active users 
and groups, and Such active users and groups may accord 
ingly require Zero periodic polling until their activity level 
declines. 
0017 Adaptation in obtaining bandwidth requests is per 
formed on the basis of changing communication parameters, 
and may occur on different levels. First, users may be adap 
tively moved between different techniques for obtaining 
bandwidth (e.g. periodic individual polls, requested indi 
vidual polls, multicast polls, and piggybacking). Second, 
rates of periodic individual or multicast polling, or conditions 
for responding to requests for polling, may be dynamically 
adapted for each user or group of users. 
0018. The changing communication parameters upon 
which adaptation is based may include parameters associated 
with a particular user or group, such as the quality of service 
(QoS) required by user connections, the rate of recent band 
width usage associated with the user or group, and a priority 
contractually negotiated for the user or group. Parameters 
associated with the overall system may also be used. Such as 
the amount of bandwidth available for sharing, the composite 
number of users and their activity levels, and the composite 
priority and expected quantity of other bandwidth requests. 
0019. A particular base station may be configured to treat 
any or all of discrete connections, groups of connections, 
CPES, or other logical or physical entities, as distinct users. 
Each user's polling rate or technique is typically dynamically 
adaptive, based on one or more parameters of the user and/or 
of the system. Parameters may be determined and maintained 
as values which are continuously variable within the quanti 
Zation constraints of the constituent components of the 
parameters. Alternatively, parameters may be categorized, 
and thus determined or maintained as merely one of a finite or 
limited number of categorical values. These parameter values 
are in turn used to determine a polling rate and/or technique to 
apply to each user. Polling rates may themselves be deter 
mined as continuously as the values on which they are based 
allow, or may be further quantized into a smaller number of 
rate categories. Rates and techniques may be determined for 
each user entity, or may be determined for groups of users. 
Thus, the process of adaptively obtaining bandwidth requests 
may be based on groupings, categories and quantization of 
both users and of various system and user communication 
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parameters. Such flexibility permits a wide range of different 
systems to employ various embodiments of the invention 
taught herein to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
their bandwidth allocation process. 
0020. Users may be grouped with other users in a “polling 
group' to which individual users are dynamically assigned 
based upon factors such as the physical proximity of the users 
to a base station, or a modulation level and forward error 
correction which is provided to them. Groups of individual 
connection users may be distinguished on the basis of factors 
such as the CPE through which the connection is maintained, 
the QoS requirements of the connections, or on load sharing 
considerations within a CPE or a base station. 
0021 Whena user or group has low usage, sufficient band 
width request opportunities to meet the guaranteed quality of 
service may in some cases be provided by periodically mul 
ticast polling the user or group, despite the statistical possi 
bility of a collision entailed by such multicast polling. A 
contention resolution process is useful in conjunction with 
Such multicast polling. The rate of multicast polling which is 
Sufficient for a user or group depends upon the quality of 
service guaranteed to the user or group, in combination with 
the statistical probability of a collision and the time delay 
which would be introduced by a collision. The rate of “con 
tention' polling may therefore be adaptively adjusted in 
response to changes in parameters such as the guaranteed 
quality of service, the number of users simultaneously polled, 
the history of previous use, and other factors suggesting a 
probability of activity. 
0022. To reduce the bandwidth absorbed by the process of 
obtaining bandwidth requests, the foregoing and other meth 
ods for obtaining bandwidth requests are used adaptively, 
dynamically changing the technique used to obtain band 
width requests in accordance with the prevailing conditions 
and communication parameters for each user or group. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0023 FIG. 1 shows abroadband wireless communication 
system. 
0024 FIG. 2 shows a TDD frame and multi-frame struc 
ture that can be used by the communication system of FIG.1. 
0.025 FIG.3 shows a downlink sub-frame that can be used 
by a base station to transmit information to the plurality of 
CPEs in the wireless communication of FIG. 1. 
0026 FIG. 4 shows an exemplary uplink sub-frame. 
0027 FIG. 5 is a flow diagram showing the information 
exchange sequence used in practicing some individual poll 
ing techniques. 
0028 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram showing an individual 
polling technique. 
0029 FIG. 7 shows an exemplary uplink sub-frame map 
for multicast/broadcast polling. 
0030 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram showing a multicast and 
broadcast polling technique. 
0031 FIG.9 is a flow diagram showing use of a “poll-me' 
message to stimulate polling. 
0032 FIG. 10 shows a message sequence for requesting 
polls using a “poll-me' bit. 
0033 FIG. 11 is a flow diagram showing a bandwidth 
request piggybacking process. 
0034 FIG. 12 shows a downlink bandwidth allocation 
method. 
0035 
method. 

FIG. 13 shows an uplink bandwidth allocation 
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0036 FIG. 14 is a flowchart for an adaptive polling group 
assignment method or system. 
0037 FIG. 15 is a flowchart for adaptively obtaining band 
width requests for each user. 
0038 FIG. 16 is a chart of polling policy control informa 
tion flow between system modules. 
0039. Like reference numbers and designations in the 
various drawings indicate like elements. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0040. Throughout this description, the embodiments and 
examples shown should be considered as exemplars, rather 
than as limitations on the present invention. 
0041. A method and apparatus for adaptively obtaining 
bandwidth requests in a Demand Assigned Multiple Access 
(DAMA) communication system is described herein. One 
very important performance criterion of a communication 
system having a physical communication medium shared by 
a plurality of users, is how efficiently the system uses the 
physical medium. Since many wireless communication sys 
tems are shared-medium communication networks, access 
and transmission by Subscribers within Such networks must 
be controlled. In Such communication systems a Media 
Access Control (MAC) protocol typically controls user 
accesses to the physical medium. The MAC determines when 
Subscribers are allowed to transmit on the physical medium. 
In addition, if contentions are permitted, the MAC controls 
the contention process and resolves any collisions that occur. 
In a Demand Access Multiple Access (DAMA) system, 
which grants access to a shared media on an as-requested 
basis, a MAC may be designed to adaptively vary the method 
by which requests for access, or bandwidth, are obtained so as 
to efficiently determine and respond to bandwidth needs to 
assure a requisite quality of service (QoS), without wasting 
bandwidth by unnecessarily polling for Such requests. 
0042. In the exemplary system shown in FIG. 1, the MAC 
(executed by software and/or hardware present in the base 
stations 106 or in both the base stations and the CPEs 110) 
controls the transmission time for all of the CPES 110. The 
base stations 106 receive requests for transmission rights, and 
may grant these requests in accordance with parameters asso 
ciated with each CPE 110, such as priorities, service types, 
QoS, and recent usage level, and also in accordance with 
system parameters such as available bandwidth and compet 
ing requests for transmission rights. The services provided by 
the CPEs 110 may include constant bit-rate TDM information 
connections, such as Voice trunks from a PBX, requiring a 
high QoS. At the other end of the service spectrum, the CPEs 
may communicate bursty but delay-tolerant computer data to 
other data devices via networks such as the Internet. 
0043. The base station MAC maps and allocates band 
width for both the uplink and downlink communication links. 
These maps are developed and maintained by the base station 
and are referred to as the Uplink Sub-frame Maps and Down 
link Sub-frame Maps. The MAC must allocate sufficient 
bandwidth to accommodate the bandwidth requirements 
imposed by high priority constant bit rate (CBR) services 
such as T1, E1 and similar constant bit rate services. In 
addition, the MAC must allocate the remaining system band 
width across the lower priority services such as Internet Pro 
tocol (IP) data services. The MAC distributes bandwidth 
among these lower priority services using various techniques 
which may be dependent on QoS. Such as fair-weighted queu 
ing and round-robin queuing. 
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0044) The downlink of the exemplary communication sys 
tem shown in FIG. 1 operates on a point-to-multi-point basis 
(i.e., from the base station 106 to the plurality of CPEs 110). 
As described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,016,311, the central base 
station 106 includes a sectored active antenna array 108 
which is capable of simultaneously transmitting to several 
sectors. In one embodiment of the system 100, the active 
antenna array 108 transmits to six independent sectors simul 
taneously. Within a given frequency channel and antenna 
sector, all stations receive the same transmission. The base 
station is the only transmitter operating in the downlink direc 
tion, hence it transmits without having to coordinate with 
other base stations. In the case of TDD, the base station must 
coordinate downlink transmission with uplink reception 
time; of course, in FDD systems this constraint does not exist, 
and the uplink and downlink transmissions are instead segre 
gated by transmission carrier frequency. The base station 
broadcasts to all of the CPEs in a sector. The CPEs monitor 
the addresses in the received messages and retain only those 
messages addressed to them. 
0045. It will be understood by those skilled in the art, 
without further specific mention, that both the CPEs and the 
base stations may perform the tasks ascribed to them using a 
combination of hardware, firmware and software control. 
Engineering considerations drive the allocation of functions 
to software, firmware and/or hardware. In particular, both the 
CPEs and the base stations will generally employ a computer 
running a software program which performs the ascribed 
functions, or directs hardware to perform the ascribed tasks in 
functional modules prepared for Such tasks. At least Some of 
the physical communication must be performed in hardware, 
but data manipulations may be performed by a computer 
operation under Software control, or by microprocessors 
operating under firmware control, or by ASICs, a portion of 
which is used for the specific data manipulations which are 
required. 
0046. The CPES 110 share the uplink on a demand basis 
that is controlled by the base station MAC. Depending upon 
the class of service utilized by a CPE, the base station may 
issue continuing rights to a selected CPE to transmit on the 
uplink, or the right to transmit may be granted by a base 
station after receipt of a request from the CPE. In addition to 
individually addressed messages, messages may also be sent 
by the base station to multicast groups (control messages and 
Video distribution are examples of multicast applications) as 
well as broadcast to all CPES. 
0047 Decisions regarding bandwidth request and alloca 
tion techniques are typically made for a particular sector and 
channel, since this is the basic communication media which 
must be shared and allocated. 

Frame Maps Uplink and Downlink Sub-Frame Mappings 
0048. The base stations 106 may maintain maps of the 
bandwidth allocated to the uplink and downlink communica 
tion links. Uplink and downlink may be duplexed in any 
convenient manner, Such as time-division duplexing (TDD) 
or frequency-division duplexing (FDD). A frame may be 
defined as a communication media subunit, and typically has 
a predictable duration. It may comprise N consecutive time 
periods or time slots, or may be organized in sections of 
continuously variable length. In Adaptive Time Division 
Duplexing (ATDD), the communication system dynamically 
configures the first period, T, or the first N time slots (where 
N is less than or equal to N) for downlink transmissions only, 
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while the remaining frame period time T or the remaining N. 
time slots are dynamically configured for uplink transmis 
sions only (where N equals N-N). Under this ATDD frame 
based scheme, the downlink Sub-frame is typically transmit 
ted first and is prefixed with information that is necessary for 
frame synchronization. In FDD, uplink and downlink chan 
nels on different frequencies may each be divided into N time 
slots to form an uplink Sub-frame or a downlink Sub-frame. 
Time division multiple access (TDMA) techniques may be 
used to multiplex use of the uplink and downlink channels in 
such a framed system, as detailed below, but the skilled per 
son will appreciate that framing is not essential for the 
dynamic, adaptive techniques taught herein for allocating 
bandwidth and obtaining bandwidth requests. In non-framed 
systems one may dynamically vary (in response to varying 
conditions) a scheduling interval for Submitting bandwidth 
requests. 
0049 FIG. 2 shows an ATDD frame and multi-frame 
structure 200 that can be used by a communication system 
such as that shown in FIG.1. As shown in FIG. 2, the ATDD 
frame is subdivided into a plurality of physical slots (PS) 204. 
In the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the frame may, for 
example, be one millisecond in duration and include 800 
physical slots. The frame length and the number of PS in a 
frame are widely variable depending upon engineering con 
siderations; the number of PS can be reduced or increased as 
far as the limits of system time resolution, and embodiments 
with no frame structure are possible, as long as a physical 
communication medium is shared and users are granted band 
width on demand. In an exemplary embodiment, the available 
bandwidth is allocated by a base station in units of a certain 
pre-defined number of PSs. 
0050. Some form of digital encoding, such as the well 
known Reed-Solomon encoding method, is typically per 
formed on the digital information over a pre-defined number 
of bit units referred to as protocol information elements (PI). 
Since the data rate varies according to the modulation scheme 
employed, the modulation scheme controls the amount of 
time (i.e. number of PSs) required to transmit each PI in an 
exemplary embodiment, a PI requires 6 PSs at QAM-4 modu 
lation. 

0051. The uplink and downlink time division shown in 
FIG. 2 is adaptive, so that a division 210 between an uplink 
subframe 212 and a downlink subframe 214 moves, as indi 
cated, toward one end or other of the frame 216 to adjust the 
proportions of uplink and downlink bandwidth in the frame. 
Thus, in a framed ATDD protocol, the number of PSs allo 
cated to the downlink versus the uplink varies over time. As 
shown in FIG. 2, to aid periodic functions, multiple frames 
202 are grouped into multi-frames 206, and multiple multi 
frames 206 are grouped into hyper-frames 208. In one 
embodiment, each multi-frame 206 comprises two frames 
202, and each hyper-frame comprises twenty-two multi 
frames 206. Other frame, multi-frame and hyper-frame struc 
tures can be used. For example, in another embodiment, each 
multi-frame 206 comprises sixteen frames 202, and each 
hyper-frame comprises thirty-two multi-frames 206. The 
present method and apparatus for adaptively obtaining band 
width requests can be used in frame and multi-frame struc 
tures similar to that shown in FIG. 2, whether ATDD or fixed 
TDD, and applies equally well to other framed and unframed 
TDMA systems, including FDD systems in which the uplink 
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and downlink subframes do not share a hyperframe 208 with 
each other, but are segregated from each other on different 
carrier frequencies. 
0052 Exemplary downlink and uplink sub-frames which 
may be used are shown respectively in FIGS. 3 and 4. Note 
that these sub-frame structures are equally applicable irre 
spective of whether the duplexing scheme is TDD or FDD. 

Downlink Sub-Frame Map 
0053 FIG.3 shows one example of a downlink sub-frame 
300 that can be used by the base stations 106 to transmit 
information to the plurality of CPEs 110. The base station 
may maintain a downlink Sub-frame map that reflects the 
downlink bandwidth allocation. The downlink sub-frame 300 
may comprise a frame control header 302, a plurality of 
downlink data PSs 304 grouped by modulation type (e.g., PS 
304 data modulated using a QAM-4 modulation scheme, PS 
304 data modulated using QAM-16, etc.) and possibly sepa 
rated by associated modulation transition gaps (MTGs) 306 
used to separate differently modulated data, and a transmit/ 
receive transition gap 308. In any selected downlink sub 
frame any one or more of the differently modulated data 
blocks may be absent. Modulation transition gaps (MTGs) 
306 may be 0 PS in duration. As shown in FIG. 3, the frame 
control header 302. contains a preamble 310 used by the 
physical protocol layer (or PHY) for synchronization and 
equalization purposes. The frame control header 302 also 
includes control sections for both the PHY (312) and the 
MAC (314). 
0054 The downlink data PSs are used for transmitting 
data and control messages to the CPEs 110. This data may be 
encoded (for example, using a Reed-Solomon encoding 
scheme) and transmitted at the current operating modulation 
used by the selected CPE. Data may be transmitted in a 
pre-defined modulation sequence, Such as: QAM-4, followed 
by QAM-16, followed by QAM-64. The modulation transi 
tion gaps 306 contain preambles and are used to separate 
different modulations. The PHY Control portion 312 of the 
frame control header 302 may contain a broadcast message 
indicating the identity of the PS304 at which the modulation 
scheme changes. Finally, as shown in FIG. 3, the TX/RX 
transition gap 308 separates the downlink sub-frame from the 
uplink sub-frame which is described in more detail below. In 
an FDD system the gap 308 would instead be a frame transi 
tion gap, and might be 0 PS long. 

Uplink Sub-Frame Map 

0055 FIG. 4 shows one example of an uplink sub-frame 
400 that is adapted for use with the presently described band 
width allocation. Here, the CPEs 110 (FIG. 1) use the uplink 
sub-frame 400 to transmit information (including bandwidth 
requests) to their associated base stations 106. As shown in 
FIG.4, there are three main classes of MAC control messages 
that are transmitted by the CPEs 110 during the uplink frame: 
(1) those that are transmitted in contention slots reserved for 
CPE registration (Registration Contention Slots 402); (2) 
those that are transmitted in contention slots reserved for 
responses to multicast and broadcast polls for bandwidth 
allocation (Bandwidth Request Contention Slots 404); and 
those that are transmitted in bandwidth specifically allocated 
to individual CPEs (CPE Scheduled Data Slots 406). 
0056. The bandwidth allocated for contention slots (i.e., 
the contention slots 402 and 404) may be grouped together 
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and transmitted using a pre-determined modulation Scheme. 
For example, in the embodiment shown in FIG. 4 the conten 
tion slots 402 and 404 are transmitted using a QAM-4 modu 
lation. The remaining bandwidth is grouped by CPE. During 
its scheduled bandwidth, a CPE 110 transmits with a fixed 
modulation that is determined by the effects of environmental 
factors on transmission between that CPE 110 and its associ 
ated base station 106. The downlink sub-frame 400 includes 
a plurality of CPE transition gaps (CTGs) 408 that serve a 
similar function to the modulation transition gaps (MTGs) 
306 described above with reference to FIG. 3. That is, the 
CTGs 408 separate the transmissions from the various CPEs 
110 during the uplink sub-frame. In one embodiment, the 
CTGs 408 are 2 physical slots in duration. A transmitting CPE 
may transmit a 1 PS preamble during the second PS of the 
CTG 408, thereby allowing the base station to synchronize to 
the new CPE 110. Multiple CPEs 110 may be permitted to 
transmit in the registration contention period simultaneously, 
resulting in collisions. When a collision occurs the base sta 
tion may not respond. 
0057 Scheduleduplink traffic data is bandwidth allocated 
to specific CPEs 110 for the transmission of control messages 
and services data. The CPE scheduled data is ordered within 
the uplink sub-frame 400 based upon the modulation scheme 
used by the CPES 110. In the adaptive manner described in 
detail below, bandwidth is requested by a CPE 110 and is 
subsequently granted by an associated base station 106. All of 
the bandwidth allocated to a selected CPE within a given 
uplink sub-frame is preferably grouped into a contiguous 
CPE scheduled data block 406. The physical slots allocated 
for the CTGs 408 are included in the bandwidth allocation to 
a selected CPE 110 in the base station uplink sub-frame map. 
0058. In addition to the bandwidth that is allocated for the 
transmission of the various types of broadband services (i.e., 
the bandwidth allocated for the CPE scheduled data slots 
406), and the bandwidth allocated for CPE registration con 
tention slots, bandwidth must also be allocated by the base 
station MAC for control messages such as requests for addi 
tional bandwidth allocations. As described in more detail 
below, CPEs 110 request changes to their bandwidth alloca 
tions by making bandwidth requests to their associated base 
stations 106. The present method and apparatus reduces the 
amount of bandwidth consumed for these bandwidth alloca 
tion requests. It is advantageous to adaptively utilize a com 
bination of a number of techniques to tightly control the 
bandwidth request process. 

Obtaining Requests for Bandwidth Allocation 
0059. There are a number of methods by which a CPE can 
transmit a bandwidth request message to its associated base 
station. When sufficient bandwidth is available, a CPE may 
transmit a bandwidth unit dedicated to requesting further 
bandwidth. When sufficient bandwidth for a dedicated band 
width request is not apparently available, abandwidth request 
may be "piggybacked on existing bandwidth by comman 
deering all or part of the bandwidth for a request. Several 
methods for obtaining bandwidth requests involve a “polling 
technique whereby a base station polls one or more CPEs and 
allocates bandwidth specifically for the purpose of allowing 
the CPE(s) to transmit bandwidth requests. These methods 
include: individual polling of a CPE by the base station in 
response to the CPE soliciting a poll (for example, by setting 
a “poll-me” message in an upstream transmission); individual 
polling; and “multicast” polling of groups of users. Polling 
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individual users may be referred to as “reservation-based 
polling. Individual polling may be performed “as often as 
possible, or may be performed periodically. Both individual 
and multicast polling may be periodic at intervals which may 
further be varied dynamically with changing conditions such 
as current usage level and QoS needs. Multicast polling 
includes the special case of broadcast polling to every CPE on 
a physical channel. In reservation-based polling, the base 
station may poll an individual CPE by allocating uplink band 
width to allow the CPE to respond with a bandwidth request. 
Similarly, in multicast and broadcast polling, the base station 
polls several CPEs by allocating uplink bandwidth to allow 
the several CPEs to respond with a bandwidth request. In 
multicast polling, the CPEs must contend for the allocated 
bandwidth if collisions occur. Advantageously, neither the 
bandwidth polls nor the bandwidth allocations are in the form 
of explicit messages that are communicated by the base sta 
tion to the CPES. Rather, the bandwidth polls may comprise 
grants of bandwidth sufficient for transmitting bandwidth 
requests. Bandwidth allocation grants are implicit via the 
bandwidth allocations indicated in the uplink Sub-frame map. 
The polling techniques are described in more detail below 
with reference to FIGS. 4-10 and 14. 

0060. As shown in FIG. 4, a portion of the uplink band 
width may periodically be allocated for these bandwidth allo 
cation or CPE connection requests. The uplink sub-frame 400 
includes a plurality of bandwidth request contention slots 
404. A CPE 110 must first be registered and achieve uplink 
synchronization with a base station before it is allowed to 
request bandwidth allocation, and there is therefore no need 
to allow for transmit time uncertainties in the length of the 
bandwidth request contention period. Consequently the 
bandwidth request contention period may be as Small as a 
single PI, which, in one embodiment, at QAM-4 requires 6 
PS. As with the registration requests, if a collision occurs, the 
base station may not respond to the CPE. If, however, the base 
station Successfully receives a bandwidth request message 
from a CPE, it responds by allocating the CPE additional 
scheduled data 406 bandwidth in the uplink sub-frame 400. 
Multicast polling, in which any or all of the CPEs so polled 
may respond within contention slots such as contention slots 
404, is an alternative to reservation-based polling which can 
be efficient for low-usage CPEs. The various polling tech 
niques are described in more detail below. 
0061. A method for submitting bandwidth request mes 
sages to the base station without a need for polling is the 
technique of "piggybacking bandwidth requests on band 
width which is already allocated to a CPE. In accordance with 
this technique, currently active CPEs request bandwidth 
using previously unused portions of uplink bandwidth that is 
already allocated to the CPE. Alternatively, bandwidth 
requests are piggybacked on uplink bandwidth allocated and 
actively being used by a data service. In accordance with this 
alternative, the CPE “steals' bandwidth already allocated for 
a data connection by inserting bandwidth requests in time 
slots previously intended for data. The details of these piggy 
backing techniques are described in more detail below with 
reference to FIG. 11. 

0062 Currently active CPEs may require all of their allo 
cated bandwidth to keep up with high-priority communica 
tions. For this situation, an alternative to piggybacking a 
complete bandwidth request will be useful. A place for a 
"poll-me” message may be reserved in a packet. Such a “poll 
me” message may be a single bit, or a particular combination 
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of bits, and may be disposed for example as part of the header 
of uplink packets. ACPE needing all present bandwidth may 
simply set the “poll-me” message in an uplink packet which 
is already being sent in previously allocated bandwidth. A 
multiple-bit “poll-me” message may use bits which convey 
different control messages for other purposes at other times. 
0063. The various bandwidth allocation request process 
techniques introduced above are described in more detail in 
the sub-sections that follow. All of the techniques may be used 
in various combinations to reduce the bandwidth consumed 
obtaining bandwidth allocation requests. It is advantageous to 
make use of the efficiency benefits associated with each band 
width allocation request technique by dynamically adapting 
the technique used with each user based upon the present 
conditions of the user, the CPE if different from the user, and 
the channel generally. For example, although an individual 
polling technique is beneficial with regard to the ability to 
provide fast response times to bandwidth allocation requests, 
it can be relatively inefficient with regard to the amount of 
bandwidth consumed by the bandwidth allocation process. In 
contrast, the group polling method is relatively efficient with 
regard to the bandwidth consumed by the bandwidth alloca 
tion process for occasional bandwidth requests, but it is less 
efficient with regard to the ability to respond to frequent 
bandwidth allocation requests which cause collisions. Use of 
a “poll-me' bit is relatively efficient when considered from 
both the bandwidth consumption and response time perspec 
tives but requires that the CPE already have uplink bandwidth 
allocated. Similarly, the piggybacking technique may 
enhance bandwidth consumption efficiency by using previ 
ously unused portions of the bandwidth to send the bandwidth 
allocation requests, but this technique requires existing band 
width allocation. It is advantageous to adaptively use all of 
these bandwidth allocation techniques in various combina 
tions, based on conditions such as the amount of usage by 
particular CPEs and their requisite QoS. in order to maximize 
efficiency. 

Polling Techniques 

0064. In one embodiment of the broadband wireless sys 
tem 100 of FIG. 1, a CPE 110 is assigned a dedicated con 
nection identifier (ID) when the CPE 110 first registers with 
the system 100. The ID may be used when the base station 106 
exchanges control messages with each of the plurality of 
CPES 110. As described above, variations in bandwidth 
requirements (i.e., increases or decreases to bandwidth 
requirements) are necessary for all services transported by the 
system 100 with the exception of uncompressible constant bit 
rate, or continuous grant (CG) services. The bandwidth 
requirements of uncompressible CG services do not change 
between connection establishment and termination. Even the 
requirements of compressible CG services, such as channel 
ized-T1 services, may increase or decrease depending on 
traffic. Since a particular CPE may handle a plurality of 
connections, some bursty and others relatively constant, its 
bandwidth needs will generally vary. 
0065. Many of the data services facilitated by the system 
100 of FIG. 1 are bursty and delay-tolerant. Because band 
width is provided to these services on a demand assignment 
basis as needed, these services are commonly referred to as 
Demand-Assigned Multiple Access or “DAMA” services. 
When a CPE 110 needs to request bandwidth for a DAMA 
service it transmits abandwidth. request message to the base 
station 106. The bandwidth request messages communicate 
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the immediate bandwidth requirements for the DAMA ser 
vice. The bandwidth requirements can and typically do vary 
over time. The quality of service or “QoS for the DAMA 
connection may be established when the CPE connection is 
initially established with the base station. Therefore, the base 
station has the ability to access or “look-up' the QoS for any 
DAMA service that it is currently accommodating. 
0066. As described above, the CPEs 110 have a number of 
different techniques available to them for communicating 
bandwidth request messages to their associated base stations. 
One Such technique is by transmitting a bandwidth request 
message in response to being polled by a base station. In 
accordance with the basic polling technique, the base station 
allocates bandwidth to selected CPEs specifically for the 
purpose of making bandwidth requests. The bandwidth for 
requests may be allocated to individual CPEs, or to multicast 
groups of CPEs. As described in more detail below in the 
Subsection which describes the group or multicast polling 
technique, allocations to multicast groups of CPES define 
bandwidth request contention slots, and simultaneous 
responses will likely collide, requiring resolution of the col 
lisions. Advantageously, the bandwidth allocations are not 
made in the form of explicit messages, but rather they are 
made in the form of bandwidth allocation increases in the 
transmitted map describing the uplink sub-frame 400 (FIG. 
4). In an exemplary system, polling is performed on a per 
CPE basis, while bandwidth is requested by the CPE on a 
per-connection-ID basis, and bandwidth is allocated on a 
per-CPE basis. These concepts are described in more detail 
below. 
0067. Reservation-Based Polling Technique (Individual 
Polling) 
0068. When a CPE (or other user entity) is polled indi 
vidually, no explicit message need be transmitted to poll the 
selected CPE. Rather, the CPE is allocated bandwidth in the 
uplink sub-frame map that is sufficient to allow the CPE to 
respond with a bandwidth request. Specifically, the base sta 
tionallocates bandwidth in the CPE scheduled data block 406 
(FIG. 4) for the selected CPE that is sufficient to allow the 
selected CPE to respond with abandwidth request message. If 
the selected CPE does not require more bandwidth, it returns 
a request for Zero bytes. A Zero byte request (rather than no 
request) may be used in the individual polling process 
because explicit bandwidth for a reply has already been allo 
cated. Users other than CPEs, such as individual connections 
and connection groups, may be similarly polled by providing 
bandwidth to the user without an explicit message. Alterna 
tively, in some implementations, if a CPE does not require 
more bandwidth, unused bandwidth resulting from the poll 
ing of the CPE may be padded with fill bytes, implying a 
request for Zero bytes. 
0069. In some systems, even the basic communication unit 
allocated to a CPE or user for the purpose of requesting 
bandwidth can be multiplexed to include both user data and a 
bandwidth request. In most systems, such a basic communi 
cation unit may be defined to include at least user data and a 
"poll-me” request. A CPE can efficiently utilize the band 
width allocated to it by including both user data and, if 
needed, a piggybacked bandwidth request or polling Solici 
tation in the same allocated bandwidth. 

0070 Inactive users, and active users which explicitly 
request to be polled by setting a "poll-me” message within 
existing bandwidth, are eligible for individual polling. Active 
users that do not set a respective “poll-me” message will not 
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generally be polled individually, since their access to existing 
bandwidth makes them capable of alternatives, such as either 
piggybacking a bandwidth request or at least setting a poll-me 
message. Individual polling is very useful for users which 
have momentarily Suspended transmissions. The rate of poll 
ing may adaptively depend, for example, on the duration of 
the user's suspension. Users of active CPEs respond to polling 
using the modulation scheme currently in use. However, 
responses by or via inactive CPEs may use a QAM-4 or 
similarly robust modulation scheme to ensure that the trans 
mission can be detected by the base station even under 
adverse environmental conditions. 
0071. It is desirable to ensure timely responses to requests 
for more bandwidth for a constant bit rate service such as a 
channelized T1 service in which channels may be added or 
dropped dynamically. To ensure that the base station responds 
quickly to requests for more bandwidth for a constant bit rate 
service, the uplink bandwidth allocated to a constant bit rate 
service that is not currently operating at a maximum rate may 
be made sufficiently large to accommodate both the service's 
current rate and a bandwidth request. 
0072 The information exchange sequence for individual 
polling is shown in the flow diagram of FIG. 5. As shown in 
FIG. 5, the base station may have several layers of control 
mechanisms or protocol stacks 502,504 and 506 that control, 
among other things, the bandwidth request and allocation 
process. The base station MAC is sub-divided into two sub 
domains: (1) the high level media access arbitration (HL 
MAA) MAC domain 504 and the low level media access 
arbitration (LL-MAA) MAC domain 506. In an exemplary 
embodiment, the LL-MAA MAC domain spans exactly a 
physical channel, and each physical channel requires an 
instance of the LL-MAA MAC domain. The HL-MAA MAC 
domain spans multiple physical channels, typically all physi 
cal channels in the same sector. A MAC domain comprises an 
HL-MAA MAC domain and the LL-MAA MAC domains 
associated with the physical channels within the HL-MAA 
MAC domain. 

(0073. As shown in FIG. 5, the base station individually 
polls a CPE (as indicated by control arrow 508) by allocating 
bandwidth sufficient for the CPE to respond with a bandwidth 
request message. This bandwidth is typically allocated in an 
uplink sub-frame such as sub-frame 400. If the CPE MAC 
510 determines that there is data to be sent for a selected 
connection k (typically under direction of a higher CPE con 
trol layer 512 via a control path 514), then the CPE MAC 
control mechanism issues abandwidth request 516 to the base 
station MAC 506. If there is insufficient bandwidth available 
to the CPE 110 as determined by the base station's LL-MAA 
506, the bandwidth request will not be granted. Else, the 
bandwidth request will be granted, and the grant implicitly 
communicated to the CPE MAC 510 by the base station 
allocating additional bandwidth to the CPE in the uplink 
sub-frame 400, as indicated by the control path 518. The CPE 
will then begin transmitting data to the base station over the 
uplink, using the bandwidth it has been allocated. 
0074 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram showing an exemplary 
individual polling technique 600 for CPEs, though the tech 
niques are generally also applicable to users other than CPES. 
As shown in FIG. 6, the method starts at decision STEP 602 
to determine whether bandwidth is available for the purpose 
of individually polling the CPEs. If no more bandwidth is 
available for individually polling the CPEs 110 then the 
method proceeds to STEP 604 to initiate multicast or broad 
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cast polling as appropriate, techniques which are detailed in a 
later sub-section. However, if sufficient bandwidth is avail 
able for the purpose of individually polling CPEs, the method 
proceeds to a decision STEP 606 whereat a determination is 
made whether there are any unpolled active CPEs that have a 
"poll-me' bit set. If so, the method proceeds to a control point 
608. If not, the method proceeds to a decision STEP 610 
whereat it determines whether there are any unpolled inactive 
CPES present. In other embodiments, decision STEP 610 may 
check for other conditions, such as unpolled CPEs whose 
polling period has elapsed since the previous poll. If decision 
STEP 610 is satisfied, the method proceeds to the control 
point 608. If not, the method proceeds to a control point 612. 
0075. The method proceeds from the control point 608 to 
STEP 614 to individually poll the selected CPE. As shown in 
FIG. 6, at STEP 614 the base station initiates the polling of the 
selected CPE and marks the CPE as polled. Thus, by this 
method all inactive CPEs, along with unpolled active CPEs 
requesting polling by setting their respective poll-me' bits, 
are individually polled. In alternative embodiments STEP 
614 includes sub-steps to refine the polling policy for each 
user or group of users. Such sub-steps may evaluate one or 
more communication parameters for the inactive user Such as 
a quality of service required for that user either to ensure data 
integrity or according to contract guarantees, and recent or 
average rate of bandwidth usage. A rate of polling may be 
selected which is a Substantially continuous function based 
on the one or more user's parameters. The rate can be a 
Substantially continuous function of the parameters, if a large 
number (e.g., over 50) of different rates may be derived from 
the applicable parameters, and if selected rates are derived 
from the parameters without restricting them to a limited 
number of preselected rate categories. The selected rate may 
be represented as a desired time between polls. A further 
sub-step of STEP 614 may then check whether the desired 
time between polls has elapsed for a particular user, and the 
polling and marking of STEP 614 may be restricted to those 
inactive users which have met or exceeded their desired time 
between polls. 
0076 Actions which effect polling are shown diagram 
matically in FIG. 6 in the caption box 614'. The caption box 
614 of FIG. 6 shows the downlink sub-frame map 300 
described above in FIG. 3. The MAC control portion 314 of 
the MAC frame control header 302 may include an uplink 
sub-frame map 400'. The uplink sub-frame map 400' is com 
municated to the CPE MAC when the base station transmits 
this information to the CPE via the downlink. As shown in 
FIG. 6, and responsive to the polling STEP 614, the base 
station MAC allocates additional bandwidth to the selected 
CPE (in FIG. 6 this CPE is referred to as CPE “k”) in the 
uplink. This increased bandwidth allocation is communicated 
to the CPE k via the uplink sub-frame map 400'. 
0077. As shown in FIG. 6, the method then returns to the 
decision STEP 602 to determine whether there is more band 
width available for individually polling the CPEs. When it is 
determined (at the decision STEPS 606 and 610, respec 
tively) that there are no active CPEs having a poll-me bit set 
and that there are no unpolled inactive CPEs present, the 
method proceeds to a decision STEP 616. At the decision 
STEP 616, the method determines whether any individual 
polls were performed. If not, the method proceeds to a control 
point 618 and the method subsequently terminates at the 
termination step 620. However, if individual polls were per 
formed, the method proceeds to a STEP 622 to await the 
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individual bandwidth requests from the CPE that was polled 
(e.g., CPE “k”). As shown in the caption 622 of FIG. 6, this 
bandwidth request 430 is generated by the polled CPE (e.g., 
CPE“k”) during the CPE scheduled data block 406 scheduled 
for the selected CPE in the uplink sub-frame 400. In one 
embodiment, all data includes aheader that indicates the type 
of data being transmitted. For example, in this embodiment, 
control messages have associated CPE-unique connection 
identifiers that are assigned to them when the CPE registers. 
The structure of the control messages allows a base station to 
determine that a control message is a bandwidth request. 
0078. As shown in FIG. 6, the method proceeds from 
STEP 622 to a decision STEP 624 to determine whether any 
bandwidth requests were received. If not, the method termi 
nates. However, if so, the method proceeds to a STEP 626 
whereat a bandwidth allocation method is initiated. As 
described in more detail below, the base station uses a band 
width allocation method to allocate bandwidth to the request 
ing CPE. The bandwidth allocation is indicated to the CPE by 
making appropriate changes to the uplink Sub-frame map 
400'. The method then terminates at STEP 620. 

0079 Contention-Based Polling Technique (Multicast 
and Broadcast Polling) 
0080. As described above with reference to STEP 604 of 
the individual polling method of FIG. 6, if there is not suffi 
cient bandwidth available for the purpose of individually 
polling the CPEs, the base station MAC may poll the CPEs in 
multicast groups, and may issue abroadcast poll to all CPES. 
Multicast polling may be efficient despite the risk of collision 
created by the technique. For example, when a particular user 
does not use bandwidth for a period of time, the probability 
that bandwidth will be requested at any particular time 
shrinks. As the probability of needing bandwidth shrinks, 
individual polls become more likely to draw a negative 
response (thus using bandwidth for no productive purpose), 
while including the user in multi-cast polls becomes less 
likely to cause bandwidth-wasting collisions. Consequently, 
it becomes progressively more efficient to poll a plurality of 
Such inactive users at the same time, using a single contention 
slot of bandwidth to provide request opportunities to the 
plurality of users. 
I0081. In order to minimize the probability of collisions 
when multicast polling must be used to conserve bandwidth, 
users may be polled in groups as Small as two users. A sig 
nificant portion of bandwidth needed to individually poll any 
given number of users may be saved by multicast polling the 
users, even in Small multicast groups. In this event, it is 
desirable that the probability of collision, multiplied by the 
average bandwidth consumed to resolve Such collision, is less 
than the time required for the individual polls which are 
avoided by the multicast polling. Probability of a collision 
may be estimated based on the time since last bandwidth use, 
the expected rate of bandwidth use, and time since the last 
poll. 
I0082 In order to reduce collisions by effectively reducing 
the polling group size, multicast polling group members who 
are individually polled in an uplink subframe may be pre 
cluded from responding to a multicast poll in the same Sub 
frame. When this process results in only two eligible respon 
dents in a multicast polling group, then responses identified as 
probably collisions can be interpreted as bandwidth requests 
by each. Users which have been individually or multicast 
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polled may be precluded from responding to a broadcast poll, 
which may thus provide the remaining users an opportunity to 
request bandwidth. 
0083 Multicast polling may be handled differently when 
the userentity is, for example, a connection rather than a CPE. 
Discrete CPEs generally have no information regarding band 
width needed by other CPEs in the same multicast poll con 
tention slot. However, because a CPE handling communica 
tion to a plurality of individual connection “users' must 
coordinate bandwidth request transmissions from different 
users, “collisions' between competing users at a particular 
CPE can be resolved by consolidating higher priority band 
width requests, and postponing lower priority requests while 
setting the “poll-me” message in the allocated packet. 
Because of the bandwidth request coordination which can be 
performed by a CPE, multi-cast polling a plurality of discrete 
users serviced by a particular CPE can be relatively efficient. 
0084. Multicast polling is preferably accomplished by 
special “addressing or identification of bandwidth alloca 
tions indicated in the uplink subframe map. This is best under 
stood in the context of an exemplary overall addressing 
scheme. The addressing of CPEs may be performed as fol 
lows: each CPE is assigned a unique permanent address (e.g., 
in one embodiment the CPE has a 48-bit address) that is used 
in the registration process; and each CPE is also given a basic 
connection ID (e.g., in one embodiment the CPE is given a 
16-bit basic connectionID and a 16-bit control connection ID 
during the registration process). Each service that is provi 
sioned for a selected CPE is also assigned a connection ID. 
Connection IDs are generated by the base station MAC (spe 
cifically, by the base station HL-MAA) and are unique across 
an HL-MAA MAC domain. The basic connection ID that is 
assigned when the CPE is registered with a base station is 
used by the base station MAC and the CPE MAC to exchange 
MAC control messages between the CPE and the base station. 
The control connection ID (also assigned during registration) 
is used by the base station and the CPE to exchange control 
and configuration information between the base station and 
the CPE higher levels of control. Sub-groups of connections 
communicating via the CPE may also be identified at both the 
CPE and base station ends with a group designation, and may 
be treated as discrete users. Bandwidth requests are processed 
from discrete users, and bandwidth is generally allocated to 
discrete users; such users must be identifiable, and may be a 
CPE, an individual connection, or a Sub-group of connec 
tions. 

0085 Certain connection IDs may be reserved for multi 
cast groups, Sub-group users, and broadcast messages. Of all 
of the addresses available, a portion may be reserved for 
multicast use. For example, if the four most-significant bits of 
the connection ID are set to logical ones (hex “FXXXX'), the 
address is interpreted as being set aside formulticast use. This 
provides a total of 4K distinct multicast addresses. One 
example of such a multicast use is for the distribution of a 
video service. The connection ID used to indicate abroadcast 
to all stations may be (0xFFFF) (i.e., all 16 bits are set to a 
logical one). Each user may recognize a specific user identi 
fication, and also a number of different multicast polling 
addresses for multicast groups of which the user is a member. 
One of the recognized multicast polling addresses will gen 
erally be a broadcast polling address. 
I0086. As with the individual polling technique described 
above with reference to FIGS. 5 and 6, the multicast polling 
message need not be explicitly transmitted by the base station 
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to the CPE. Rather, the multicast poll message is implicitly 
transmitted to the CPE when the base station allocates band 
width in the uplink sub-frame map. However, rather than 
associating allocated bandwidth to a user's specific basic 
connection ID as done when performing an individual poll, 
the base station associates the allocated bandwidth to a mul 
ticast or broadcast connection ID. Each user will preferably 
respond to the base station using bandwidth specifically 
addressed to it if available, using bandwidth provided for a 
multicast polling address if no bandwidth is specifically 
addressed to it, and responding to a broadcast poll only if no 
bandwidth is available for either its specific address or a 
multicast group. Multicast/broadcast bandwidth allocation is 
shown in the multicast/broadcast uplink sub-frame map 400" 
shown in FIG. 7. It is instructive to compare the uplink sub 
frame 400 (FIG. 4) used by the base station when individually 
polling the CPEs, with the uplink sub-frame map 400" of FIG. 
7. FIG. 7 shows the uplink sub-frame map which is transmit 
ted in the MAC control portion of the downlink. 
I0087 As shown in FIG. 7, the multicast/broadcast uplink 
sub-frame map 400" includes registration contention slots 
402" that map the registration contention slots 402 of FIG. 4. 
Rather than associating allocated bandwidth with a selected 
user's specific basic connection ID, the allocated bandwidth 
is associated with a reserved registration ID, e.g. 0x0000. As 
further shown in FIG. 7, the uplink sub-frame map 400" may 
include a plurality of separate multicast group bandwidth 
request contention slots 404", 404", etc. As shown, a number 
of PSs are provided for each contention slot, and they provide 
adequate time for a number of non-colliding bandwidth 
request packets by as many different users which belong to 
the multicast poll group indicated by the address, e.g. 
0xF000. When a contention slot encompasses a plurality of 
bandwidth units, the user may be instructed to utilize a ran 
dom portion of any such contention slot. Alternatively, the 
user may be expressly directed to utilize a particular part of 
such slot, such as first, third, or last bandwidth unit within the 
contention slot. Such bandwidth units will vary with the 
architecture of the system, but may for example be a single PI 
(defined by the system coding scheme), or a minimum packet 
size. The uplink sub-frame map 400" may also include broad 
cast bandwidth request contention slots 410, reserved for an 
address recognized for this purpose, e.g. 0xFFFF. Finally, 
similar to the uplink sub-frame of FIG. 4, the uplink sub 
frame map used to initiate multicast or broadcast polls may 
include a plurality of CPE scheduled data blocks 406", 406", 
etc., to transport uplink traffic data. 
I0088 FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing a multicast and broad 
cast polling method 800. As shown in FIG. 8, the group 
polling method 800 proceeds from an initial step 802 to a 
decision STEP 804 whereat the method determines whether 
there is sufficient bandwidth available for multicast polls. If 
sufficient bandwidth is available for multicast polls, the 
method proceeds to a STEP 806 to poll the next multicast 
group in the MAC control portion 314 of the MAC frame 
control header 302. However, if there is insufficient band 
width available to perform a multicast poll, the method pro 
ceeds to a decision STEP808 whereat the method determines 
whether there is sufficient available bandwidth for perform 
ing a broadcast poll. If so, the method proceeds to a STEP 
810. If not, the method proceeds to a decision STEP 812. 
0089. As shown in FIG. 8, at the STEP 810 a broadcast 
poll is initiated by placing the broadcast poll in the MAC 
control portion 314 of the MAC frame control header 302. 
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Similar to the individual polling technique, the multicast poll 
message is implicitly transmitted to the CPE by allocating 
bandwidth in the uplink sub-frame map 400". The allocated 
bandwidth is associated with a multicast or broadcast con 
nection ID. 

0090. At the decision STEP 812 the method determines 
whether a broadcast or multicast poll was initiated. If so, the 
method proceeds to a STEP814 whereat the method monitors 
the appropriate bandwidth request contention slots (e.g., as 
defined by the bandwidth contention slot descriptions 404". 
404", and the broadcast bandwidth request contention slot 
descriptions 410 of FIG. 7). If no broadcast or multicast poll 
was initiated, the method proceeds to control point 816 and 
then terminates at a termination STEP 818. 

0091. The method proceeds from the monitoring STEP 
814 to a decision STEP 820 to determine whether valid (i.e., 
non-colliding) bandwidth requests were detected. If no valid 
bandwidth requests were detected at STEP 820, the method 
proceeds to the control point 816 and terminates at termina 
tion STEP 818. However, if the method detects valid band 
width requests, the method proceeds from STEP820 to STEP 
822. At STEP 822 the method uses a convenient bandwidth 
allocation algorithm to allocate bandwidth to the CPE that 
requested bandwidth. A bandwidth allocation algorithm is 
described below in more detail with reference to FIGS. 12-13. 
The bandwidth is allocated in the uplink sub-frame map 400" 
as shown in FIG. 8. 

0092. When a poll is directed to a multicast or broadcast 
connection ID, users belonging to the polled group may 
request bandwidth by employing the bandwidth request con 
tention slots (either the multicast contention slots for the 
group specified or the broadcast bandwidth request conten 
tion slots 410) allocated in the uplink sub-frame map 400". In 
order to reduce the likelihood of collisions, only CPEs need 
ing bandwidth are allowed to reply to multicast or broadcast 
polls, such that Zero-length bandwidth requests are not per 
mitted in the bandwidth request contention slots. CPEs may 
transmit the bandwidth requests in the bandwidth request 
contention slots (e.g., contention slots 404) using a modula 
tion they are presently assigned, or may be required to employ 
a more robust modulation such as QPSK. In an exemplary 
embodiment, the contention slots are sized to hold a 1-PS 
preamble and bandwidth request message. Due to physical 
resolution characteristics of the coding scheme used, the mes 
sage requires 1 PI (e.g. one Reed-Solomon code), which may 
require six PS of 1.25 LS each using QAM-4 modulation, and 
correspondingly less PSS in higher modulations. In other 
embodiments, two PIs is the smallest practical size for a 
message, formatted as an ATM cell. Multiple bandwidth 
request messages from the same CPE may be multiplexed in 
a single bandwidth request contention slot without increasing 
the bandwidth utilization or the likelihood of collisions occur 
ring. This allows the same CPE to make multiple bandwidth 
requests in the same slot, whether the “user' is the CPE or is 
a subset of connections served by the CPE. 
0093. When multiple CPEs attempt to simultaneously uti 
lize a given contention slot which can only accommodate a 
single bandwidth request, a collision will occur. In order to 
reduce the likelihood of such collisions, a multicast poll may 
allocate sufficient bandwidth for a bandwidth request conten 
tion slot to accommodate a plurality of bandwidth requests. 
Each of the CPEs which are members of the multicast polling 
group addressed may be instructed to transmit their band 
width requests randomly within one of Such request slots. 
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Alternatively, the multicast polling group can be broken into 
as many different multicast polling Sub-groups as there are 
bandwidth request slots available, and the single multicast 
polling contention slot may be broken into a plurality of 
distinct contention slots each having, for example, only 
enough bandwidth for a single bandwidth request. In this 
manner, only a few CPEs contend for each bandwidth request 
slot. 
0094 Multicast polling is useful when there is insufficient 
time to individually poll, within a suitable interval, all inac 
tive users. It is particularly efficient for servicing very low 
usage users. The base station is able to define contention 
periods both for multicast groups and also for all users gen 
erally (i.e., broadcast). After userscheduled data, CPE control 
messages, and polling bandwidth has been allocated, the base 
station may allocate all remaining unused time in the 
upstream frame to contention for any combination of multi 
cast bandwidth requests and CPE registration requests. 
0.095 ACPE needing to transmit in a contention slot 
which spans more than one bandwidth request period may 
randomly select a bandwidth request period within the inter 
val, and initiate a request transmission in the starting PS of the 
selected bandwidth request period. This randomization mini 
mizes the probability of collisions. Some systems ordinarily 
utilizing plural-PI packets for normal data may recognize 
single-PI packets as bandwidth requests or “poll-me” mes 
sages, thereby reducing the likelihood of collisions during 
contention slots. 
I0096. If an error occurs when performing either a multi 
cast or broadcast poll (such as the detection of an invalid 
connection ID) the base station transmits an explicit error 
message to the CPE. If the base station does not respond with 
either an error message or a bandwidth allocation request 
within a predefined time period, the CPE will assume that a 
collision occurred. In this event, a contention resolution pro 
cess must be initiated. 
0097 Contention Resolution Process 
0098. A collision is presumed if there is no response from 
the base station to the request within a pre-defined time 
period, whereupon a pre-defined contention resolution pro 
cess is desirably initiated. For example, the CPE may use the 
well-known “slotted ALOHA' contention resolution process 
to back off and try at another contention opportunity. 
0099. The following resolution process may be used: 
Assuming that the initial backoff parameter is i and that the 
final backoff parameter is f. 
0100 1. On the first collision, the CPE waits a random 
interval between Zero and 2 contention opportunities and 
then tries again. 
0101 2. If another collision occurs, then the interval is 
doubled and the CPE tries again, repeating until the interval 2 
is reached. 
0102) If the CPE is still unsuccessful, an error is reported 
to the system controller and the contention process is aborted. 
Other contention resolution mechanisms can be used, such as 
the well-known Ternary tree mechanism. 
(0103 Poll-Me Message 
0104. As described above with reference to FIGS. 3-8, a 
currently active CPE may set a “poll-me” or a “priority poll 
me’ bit or message in a MAC packet in order to indicate to the 
base station a need for further bandwidth allocation. For 
example, a selected CPE may request a poll by setting a 
poll-me (“PM) bit in the MAC packet header. Similarly, a 
selected CPE may set a priority poll-me (“PPM) bit in the 
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MAC header in order to indicate that a priority poll is desired. 
Those skilled in the art will understand that though the PMbit 
and the PPM bit are described as a bit, they may be imple 
mented as any convenient message communicating a need to 
be polled. For example, they may be indicated by one or more 
of 16 possible control messages in a 4-bit control message, or 
one or two of 4 possible messages in a 2-bit control field. 
While a large dedicated poll-me message field will consume 
significant effective bandwidth, multiple-bit messages can be 
efficient. For example, a two-bit poll-me message field can 
request 0, 1 or 2 bandwidth units, with one combination (e.g. 
00) reserved to indicate that a further bandwidth message is 
disposed at some predetermined location elsewhere within 
the packet. Such other location may be, for example, connec 
tion ID bits which are presently unnecessary, or may be 
disposed within a trailer in the payload of the packet. Such a 
request for further bandwidth within existing bandwidth units 
may be more like a “poll-me” message if it is disposed in a 
header field, or more like "piggybacking” if the request is 
disposed in the packet payload. 
0105. It is advantageous to avoid polling those users which 
already have bandwidth allocated except in response to a 
"poll-me” message. A “poll-me” procedure by which a CPE 
can stimulate a base station to poll the CPE is shown in FIG. 
9. When the base station detects a request for polling, the 
polling process illustrated in FIG. 10 may be employed to 
satisfy the request, if bandwidth is available. 
01.06 FIG.9 is a flow chart illustrating use of a poll-mebit 
by a CPE to stimulate polling. As shown in FIG.9, the method 
first determines at a decision STEP 902 whether the "piggy 
backing technique described in more detail below has been 
exhausted. If not, the method proceeds to STEP 904 and 
attempts to perform "piggybacking first. The method then 
proceeds to a STEP906 whereat the connection is set equal to 
a first connection. The method shown in FIG.9 then proceeds 
to a decision STEP908 to determine whether any bandwidth 
needs exist. The bandwidth needs are examined in this man 
ner for each connection within the CPE in turn, for example 
by observing that a packet identified with a particular con 
nection ID is completed for sending, or through a separate 
process for tracking bandwidth needs and priorities. If the 
connection does not have bandwidth needs, then the method 
proceeds to a STEP 916 and scans for the next connection. If 
a bandwidth need exists, the method proceeds to a decision 
STEP910. At STEP910 the method determines whether any 
more packets are available for accommodating the poll-me 
bit. If not, the method terminates at the STEP 910. However, 
if packets are available, the method proceeds to a STEP 912 
and sets a poll-me bit in an available packet. The STEP 912 
may also include preparation of the packet which will be 
transmitted when bandwidth is allocated to the CPE by the 
base station polling the CPE; for example, after a first con 
nection is found to needbandwidth, the poll-mebit may be set 
and a first bandwidth request disposed in the packet which 
will be sent in response to polling bandwidth, and after a 
second connection is determined to have bandwidth needs, 
the responsive packet may be modified to contain a second 
bandwidth request. Thus, the number of packets to be 
requested when the requested polling bandwidth is received 
may be determined as a part of this method. The packets 
requested may be identified as to simply number, with or 
without parameters such as priority and/or connection or 
connection group identification. 
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0107 FIG. 10 shows a message sequence that may be used 
in requesting polls using the “poll-me” message described 
above. As shown in FIG. 10 at data connection 930, the CPE 
initiates a polling sequence by setting a poll-me message in 
the MAC header of a connection packet. The base station 
MAC responds via data message 932, individually polling the 
selected CPE by allocating bandwidth to the selected CPE in 
the uplink sub-frame map. The selected CPE subsequently 
responds with a bandwidth request disposed in communica 
tion 934, which is sent to the Base Station in the uplink 
bandwidth which was allocated in downlink message 932. In 
response to the CPE's bandwidth request, the base station 
grants bandwidth and allocates bandwidth to the CPE in the 
uplink Sub-frame map as shown in communication path936. 
The selected CPE then transmits data to the base station, 
typically for a connection which caused the request, during 
the timeslots allocated for it in the uplink sub-frame map. 

"Piggybacking Technique 

0108. As described above, in order to reduce overhead 
bandwidth necessary for the bandwidth allocation process, 
currently active CPEs may “piggyback’ abandwidth request 
(or other control message) on their current transmissions. The 
CPEs may piggyback bandwidth by using unused bandwidth 
in packets of existing bandwidth allocations. A procedure for 
using excess bandwidth in this manner is shown in FIG. 11. 
0109 The method shown in FIG. 11 initiates the piggy 
backing process at STEP 950. The method proceeds to a 
decision STEP 952 to determine whether the CPE requires 
additional bandwidth. If so, the method proceeds to a decision 
STEP954, if not, the method proceeds to a termination STEP 
964 whereat the method terminates. At the decision STEP954 
the method determines whether any unused bytes exist in the 
current allocation. If so, the method proceeds to insert band 
width requests into the unused bytes at STEP956. If not, the 
method proceeds to a decision STEP 958. At the decision 
STEP 958, the method determines whether any packets at all 
are allocated to the CPE. If there are no packets found at the 
decision STEP958, the method proceeds to STEP960. How 
ever, if packets are allocated, the method proceeds to a STEP 
962 whereat the CPE sets a poll-me message (which may be 
a single bit, as discussed above) in a packet which is available 
but does not have enough unused bytes to accommodate a 
complete bandwidth request. The method then proceeds to 
the STEP 960 whereat the CPE awaits polling by the associ 
ated base station. The method then terminates at the STEP 
964. 

Bandwidth Allocation 

0110. Much of the foregoing has focussed on techniques 
and processes whereby a base station may determine band 
width needs for all users. This process of obtaining bandwidth 
requests is part of the overall process of controlling band 
width allocation, which is one of the basic functions of the 
MAC (media access controller). As described above, the base 
station MAC is responsible for allocating the available band 
width of a physical channel on the uplink and the downlink. 
Within the uplink and downlink sub-frames of a particular 
communication physical channel, the base station lower layer 
media access arbitration (LL-MAA) MAC scheduler allo 
cates the available bandwidth between the various services 
sharing the physical channel in response to user requests, 
taking into account the priorities and rules imposed by their 
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contractual and physical quality of service (QoS) require 
ments. A base station generally handles traffic on a plurality 
of different physical channels. The traffic on different physi 
cal channels, and sometimes load sharing between them, is 
generally provided by higher control sub-layers of the base 
station MAC. Thus, bandwidth is allocated between physical 
channels according to connection assignments made by the 
high level media access arbitration of the MAC (HL-MAA 
MAC) layer, while bandwidth is allocated within a particular 
physical channel according to uplink and downlink Sub 
frame maps. The uplink and downlink Sub-frame maps may 
be sharing time on the same carrier frequency (TDD) or may 
each have their own distinct frequency (FDD). In either direc 
tion of transmission (uplink or downlink), bandwidth alloca 
tion is possible by any "multiple access' technique; that is, 
the shared medium may be divided according to time incre 
ments (TDMA), code division units (CDMA), or a combina 
tion of the two. The embodiments described herein primarily 
describe TDMA techniques for sharing the media, but the 
skilled person will be able to practice the techniques 
described herein using CDMA techniques as well. CDMA 
access units, i.e. a particular code within a broad channel, may 
be utilized in place of the physical slot (PS) units which are 
described most frequently herein. In many cases, basic 
CDMA bandwidth units are larger than the PIs described 
herein, so that bandwidth would be divided somewhat more 
coarsely. However, the CDMA access units may be further 
subdivided using TDMA techniques to provide finer band 
width divisions. In either event, the resulting bandwidth divi 
sions may be utilized in generally the same manner as PS or 
PI units described herein. 

Downlink Bandwidth Allocation 

0111 Referring first to FIG. 2, the base station will have 
some number of the PSs in a TDM frame available for down 
link transmissions; for ATDD operation, the number depends 
upon the ATDD split 210 shown in FIG. 2. First, the base 
station allocates PSs in the downlink frame for PHY Control 
and enough PSs for at least 1 PI for the MAC Control. The 
base station may calculate uplink bandwidth allocation 
before downlink bandwidth allocation in order to determine 
the number of PIs to allocate for the MAC Control. In one 
embodiment, the PHY Control and MAC Control are always 
sent using QAM-4 modulation, and is typically sent at a 
modulation level robust enough for all receiving CPEs. 
0112. The base station determines the number of PIs 
required to transmit pending downlink data for each CPE. 
This number is then converted to PSs as a function of the 
modulation used for the CPE associated with each connec 
tion. The data pending data is queued, as explained below, 
according to QoS or priority, and bandwidth is first allocated 
for highest QoS data. For each remaining QoS, or until avail 
able bandwidth is entirely allocated, the base station deter 
mines if there is enough bandwidth to satisfy the entire need 
of the QoS queue. If so, the base stationallocates the required 
bandwidth. Otherwise, if there is not enough bandwidth to 
satisfy the queue, the base station implements a queue-spe 
cific fairness algorithm described elsewhere. 
0113. The downlink bandwidth may be allocated from 
queues as shown in FIG. 12. By this procedure, the base 
station MAC maintains a set of queues for each physical 
channel (e.g. 1202-1208) that it serves. Information for trans 
mission to particular connections arrives from higher layers 
1210, and is mapped in a destination mapping step 1214 
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under the control of the HL-MAA MAC sublayer 1220. 
Within each physical channel queue set 1202-1208, the base 
station may maintain a queue for each QoS or priority. The 
queues hold data that is ready to be transmitted to the CPEs 
present on the physical channel. The higher layers 1210 of the 
base station protocol stack (which may be realized in Soft 
ware, or in hardware such as an ASIC) are responsible for the 
order in which data is placed in the individual queues within 
the physical channel queue sets 1202-1208. The base station 
higher control layers, e.g. the HL-MAA MAC sublayer 1220, 
are free to implement any convenient fairness or traffic shap 
ing algorithms regarding the sharing of access between con 
nections at the same QoS, without impacting the base station 
lower layer media access arbitration (LL-MAA) MAC con 
trol layers 1232-1238. Once data is present in the queues it is 
the responsibility of the base station LL-MAA MAC sublay 
ers 1232-1238 (e.g., the BS LL-MAA of FIGS. 5 and 10) to 
allocate bandwidth based on the QoS. 
0114. In determining the amount of bandwidth to allocate 
at a particular QoS for a particular CPE, the base station may 
take into account the QoS. modulation, and the fairness cri 
teria used to keep an individual CPE from demanding exces 
sive bandwidth. Such arbitration activity is represented by the 
sketched program steps shown in LL-MAA MAC sublayer 
1232; it will be understood that many hardware and software 
implementations of such arbitration are possible. For 
example, bandwidth may be allocated in QoS order. If there is 
a queue that cannot be transmitted entirely within a particular 
frame, a QoS specific fairness algorithm, such as fair 
weighted queuing, may be used within that queue. According 
to this process, each connection is given a portion of the 
remaining available bandwidth based upon the relative 
weight of the connection. The derivation of connection 
weights is QoS-dependant. For example, ATM traffic may be 
weighted based upon contractual bandwidth limits or guar 
antees for each connection. IP and other delay-tolerant traffic, 
such as Ethernet, or ATM traffic encapsulating such delay 
tolerant traffic, may all receive identical weights, or may be 
adjusted for contractual QoS guarantees. The allocated data is 
sorted for modulation type, which affects the portion of avail 
able time consumed for each allocated connection unit. 

0.115. A downlink frame (or subframe, in the case of any 
form of TDD) provided for a particular physical channel by, 
e.g., the LL-MAA MAC sublayer 1232 may include a pre 
amble 1242, physical connection control information 1244. 
MAC control information 1246, data 1250 for a CPE 1 con 
nection having a QoS of 1 (high priority), data 1252 for 
another connection of CPE 1 which has a lower QoS. data 
1256 for a CPE k at QoS 1, and data 1258 for another con 
nection of CPE k which has a lower QoS. The first portions 
1242, 1244 and 1246 of the data are generally provided to all 
CPEs sharing the channel. As such, this first portion will 
generally be sent first, and at the most robust modulation 
required by any CPE. Such robust modulation may be, for 
example, QAM-4, QAM, or quadrature-phase-shift keying 
(QPSK). If any part of the downlink is broadcast, and if some 
inactive CPEs do not have an established modulation, then the 
most robust modulation available may be used. 
0116. As can be seen, then, the data which was organized 
by target CPE is preferably reorganized by the modulation 
technique presently used by the CPE. The preamble 1242 and 
other control data 1244, 1246 is shown organized for trans 
mission in the first transmission block 1260 at the Control 
modulation of QAM-4. The modulation used in the first 
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modulation block 1260 is generally the most robust modula 
tion of the downlink frame (or subframe). While in this case 
it is indicated to be QAM-4, the skilled person will under 
stand that even more robust modulations such as QAM may 
be necessary for the transmission block 1260, and that higher 
speed but less robust modulation types such as QAM-16 may 
be acceptable, depending on the characteristics of the least 
robust connection served. Next, it is shown, representatively, 
that the data 1256 and 1258 for CPE k is at the next lower 
modulation level QAM-M1, in modulation block 1264, 
which is separated from the first modulation block 1260 by 
the modulation transition gap 1262. M1 is a different modu 
lation from that used in the modulation block 1260, and 
preferably is the next most robust modulation level which is 
needed. In this way, each CPE which will accept data from 
within a later modulation block will be able to keep track of 
the data in preceding blocks so as not to lose registration to the 
preamble. Each CPE does not need to have a different modu 
lation used, and the skilled person will appreciate that if CPE 
k required instead the lowest modulation, as is used in modu 
lation block 1260, then the data for CPE k could be concat 
enated with the control data within the modulation block 
1260. Similarly, data for many different CPEs having the 
same modulation level may be transmitted in the same modu 
lation block, e.g. 1264, 1268 or 1272. As shown in FIG. 12, 
CPE 1 utilizes a significantly faster (and less robust) modu 
lation QAM-M3, and accordingly the data 1250 and 1252 for 
CPE 1 is reorganized so as to be transmitted in transmission 
block 1272. Transmission block 1272, at modulation QAM 
M3, is separated from transmission block 1268, which ulti 
lizes modulation QAM-M3, by a modulation transition gap 
1270, and is separated from later modulation blocks (or pos 
sibly from uplink subframes in TDD systems) by modulation 
transition 1274. Data for unspecified CPEs is shown as being 
ordered by modulation into transmission block 1268 (at 
QAM-M2) and transmission block 1272, but the skilled per 
son will appreciate that data will be ordered into any and all of 
the transmission blocks which are used. 

Uplink Bandwidth Allocation 
0117. The ATDD split described above with reference to 
FIG. 2 will generally provide at least some PSs in the TDD 
frame available for uplink transmissions (in FDD, all uplink 
slots are available each frame, and in ordinary TDD a fixed 
quantity of uplink slots are available for each same-sized 
frame). In order to determine how to allocate the available 
uplink bandwidth, the base station may maintain an estimate 
of the data and control messages pending at each QoS for the 
CPEs that it serves, based upon received bandwidth requests 
and observed actual data traffic (i.e., connection establish 
ment, poll-me” messages, etc.). Pending uplink bandwidth 
at each priority or QoS may be calculated and granted sepa 
rately, so that bandwidth may be allocated for the highest 
priority QoS data first, while lower QoS data is balanced 
against other CPE needs at that QoS. Expected uplink band 
width from each user (or from a plurality of users sharing the 
same CPE or modulation) is converted to a number of PIs 
required to communicate the data. The number of PIs is then 
converted to a required number of PSs, based on the modu 
lation. 
0118 Bandwidth is generally allocated for the highest 
QoS data first. For example, Continuous Grant (CG) connec 
tions having a current bandwidth that is less than the maxi 
mum bandwidth may be allocated uplink bandwidth that is 
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the smaller of: 1) their maximum bandwidth, or 2) their 
current bandwidth plus the bandwidth necessary to send a CG 
bandwidth change message. Noncompressible CG always 
receives their maximum grant. 
0119 For each remaining QoS, or until available band 
width is entirely allocated, the base station determines if there 
is bandwidth sufficient to satisfy the entire need of the QoS 
queue and it then allocates the required bandwidth. Other 
wise, the base station implements a queue-specific fairness 
algorithm, as described elsewhere. 
0.120. An exemplary uplink bandwidth allocation method 
shown in FIG. 13 is very similar to the downlink bandwidth 
allocation method described above with reference to FIG. 12. 
However, rather than being maintained by the base station, 
the data queues are distributed across and maintained by each 
individual CPE, e.g. 1310, 1320 and 1330. Rather than check 
the queue status directly, the base station may receive requests 
for bandwidth in the uplink communications, e.g. 1318, 1328 
and 1338 from the CPEs using the techniques described 
above with reference to FIGS. 3-11. Using these bandwidth 
requests, received for each channel by a LL-MAA MAC, e.g. 
1352, the base station 1350 may reconstruct logical pictures, 
e.g. 1354, 1356 and 1358 of the state of the CPE data queues 
e.g. 1314, 1324 and 1334 to form an overall uplink queue 
picture 1362 of the entire channel. Based on this logical view 
of the set of queues, the base station allocates uplink band 
width in the same way as it allocates downlink bandwidth. As 
described above, the bandwidth allocated to any selected CPE 
is transmitted to the selected CPE in the form of bandwidth 
being allocated in the uplink sub-frame map for the selected 
CPE. Such transmission may be included in control informa 
tion 1340 which is transmitted from the base station LL 
MAA 1352 to each CPE sharing the channel. The selected 
CPE may then allocate this bandwidth across its connections, 
if the CPE is the “user' level; otherwise, the bandwidth may 
be identified for particular connection users or connection 
group users within the CPE. The user CPE may use the 
bandwidth in a different manner than expected, for example if 
it receives higher priority data while awaiting the bandwidth 
allocation. It is also possible to have a CPE serving lower 
level users, such as connection users, to coordinate bandwidth 
requests from a plurality of its users, and to negotiate reallo 
cation of allocated bandwidth between different users if con 
ditions change. As described above, the bandwidth alloca 
tions are in a constant state of change owing to the dynamic 
nature of bandwidth requirements. Consequently, a selected 
CPE may receive unsolicited modifications to the bandwidth 
granted on a frame-by-frame basis: If the selected CPE user is 
allocated less bandwidth for a frame than is necessary to 
transmit all waiting data, the CPE may use the QoS and 
fairness algorithms to service its queues. The CPE user may 
“steal bandwidth from lower QoS connections to piggyback 
requests for more bandwidth using the piggybacking tech 
nique described above. 
I0121 FIG. 13 shows connection from the representative 
LL-MAA MAC sublayer 1350 to the HLL-MAA MAC sub 
layer 1360, which may for example reassign physical chan 
nels to share loads. It should be understood that a given CPE 
may well be connected to a particular base station by two or 
more physical channels, permitting such load sharing 
between physical channels. In this event, CPE1310 may have 
duplicates (not shown) of the queues 1314 and the LL-MAA 
MAC 1316. Similarly, while the MACs 1326 and 1336 are 
LL-MAA MACs shown managing the connection of a single 
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physical channel, duplicate LL-MAA MACs and queues may 
be needed for each physical channel handled by the CPEs 
1320 and 1330. 

QoS Specific Fairness Algorithms 

0122 Data for transmission on the uplink and the down 
link is may be queued by quality of service (QoS) designa 
tions, and the data transmitted in order of a QoS queue prior 
ity as described above. As the queued data is transmitted, 
there may be a QoS queue for which there is insufficient 
bandwidth to transmit all queued data during the current TDD 
frame. When this situation occurs, a QoS specific fairness 
algorithm is initiated to ensure fair handling of the data 
queued at that QoS. There are 3 basic fairness algorithms that 
can be implemented: (1) Continuous Grant; (2) Fair-weighted 
queuing; and (3) Round Robin. 
0123. The MAC need not police connections for band 
width usage. Policing may be performed by higher control 
layers. The MAC then assumes that all pending data has met 
contractual restrictions and can be transmitted. Continuous 
Grant queues have the simplest fairness algorithm. All data in 
these queues must be sent every TDD frame. Insufficient 
bandwidth indicates an error in provisioning. 

Fair Weighted Queuing 

0124 Fair weighted queuing requires that all connections 
at a given QoS have a weight assigned to them to determine 
the percentage of the available bandwidth they are eligible to 
receive. This weight value may be derived, for example, from 
one or more data rate parameters, depending upon the con 
tractual parameters of the provisioned connection. Three Such 
parameters are: (1) Data Pending; (2) Guaranteed Rate; and 
(3) Average Rate. 
0125 Real-time VBR connections are established as 
DAMA connections with fair-weighted queuing based upon 
data pending. For a QoS queue of this type in a TDD frame 
having insufficient bandwidth to transmit all of the data in the 
queue, a weight for each connection in the queue is deter 
mined. In one embodiment, this weight is the amount of data 
pending for the connection expressed as a percentage of the 
total data pending in the queue. Because the amount of data 
pending is dynamic, the weights for these types of queues 
must be determined every TDD frame where there is insuffi 
cient bandwidth to send all data in the affected queue. 
0126 For DAMA connections contracted at a guaranteed 
rate the weights are calculated based on the guaranteed rate. 
In this case, the weight may be expressed as a percentage of 
the total guaranteed rate of all connections with data pending 
in the queue. Because the guaranteed rate is provisioned the 
weights need not be determined each TDD frame where they 
are used. Rather, the weights for a queue are only determined 
when there is a provisioning change (i.e., a new connection, a 
change in connection parameters, or a connection termina 
tion) for one of the connections in the queue. 
0127. For DAMA connections contracted at an average 

rate, the weights may be calculated based on the average rate. 
The weight is the average rate expressed as a percentage of the 
total average rate of all connections with data pending in the 
queue. Because the average rate is provisioned the weights 
need not be determined each TDD frame where they are used. 
Rather, the weights for a queue are only recalculated when 
there is a provisioning change for one of the connections in 
the queue. 
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I0128. In all of the cases described above, the granularity of 
the bandwidth allocations may be too coarse to provide a 
perfect percentage-based weighted allocation across the con 
nections in the queue. This may result in some queues not 
receiving any bandwidth in a particular TDD frame. To ensure 
that the occurrence of this condition is fairly distributed 
across the connections in the queue, the connection that did 
not receive bandwidth is given priority the next time the 
insufficient bandwidth condition exists for the queue. For 
queues with weights based upon guaranteed or average rates 
Some connections may not have sufficient data pending to use 
all of the bandwidth that they are entitled to based upon their 
calculated weight. In these cases, the connection's unused 
bandwidth is fairly distributed across the connections having 
excess data pending. 
I0129. Some QoSs require that data be aged. For queues at 
these QoSs there is an associated queue of one step higher 
priority. If data is not transmitted by the provisioned aging 
parameter, the data is moved to the higher QoS queue and 
given priority over newer data in the original queue regardless 
of the relative weights of the connections. 

Round Robin 

0.130. The Round Robin fairness algorithm is used for best 
effort connections where all connections have equal weight. 
When insufficient bandwidth exists to transmit all data in the 
queue in a particular TDD frame connections are allocated 
bandwidth in a round-robin fashion with each connection 
receiving a block of bandwidth up to a queue-specific maxi 
mum. Connections that did not receive bandwidth are given 
priority the next time the insufficient bandwidth condition 
exists. 

Utilizing Allocated Bandwidth 

I0131) Once a CPE is allocated bandwidth by the base 
station, the CPE, not the base station, is typically responsible 
for using the uplink bandwidth in a manner that can accom 
modate the services provided by the CPE. The CPE is then 
free to use the uplink bandwidth that was allocated to it in a 
manner that is different than originally requested or granted 
by the base station. For example, the service requirements 
presented to a selected CPE can change after the selected CPE 
requests bandwidth from its associated base station. The CPE 
advantageously determines which services to give bandwidth 
to and which services must wait for subsequent bandwidth 
requests. To this end, the CPE maintains a priority list of 
services. Those services having higher priority (e.g., those 
services having high quality of service demands) will be 
allocated bandwidth before those services having lower pri 
ority (e.g., IP-type data services). If the CPE does not have 
sufficient bandwidth to meet its service requirements, the 
CPE will request additional bandwidth allocations by either 
setting its poll-me bit or by piggybacking a bandwidth allo 
cation request. 
0.132. One advantage of having the CPE determine how to 
distribute its allocated bandwidth is that it relieves the base 
station from performing this task. In addition, the communi 
cation overhead that is required by having the base station 
instruct the CPE how to distribute its allocated bandwidth is 
thereby eliminated, thus increasing usable system bandwidth. 
In addition, the CPE is in a much better position to respond to 
the varying uplink bandwidth allocation needs of high QoS 
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data services. Therefore, the CPE can better accommodate the 
needs of these types of service requirements than can the base 
station. 

0133. However, the CPE is not the only “user” which may 
be recognized by the base station for bandwidth request and 
allocation purposes. Individual connections, or groups of 
individual connections, may form discrete user entities. In 
that case, the CPE may not be given flexibility for allocating 
bandwidth, but rather may be required to provide bandwidth 
for either data, or for bandwidth request, to specific user 
entities which communicate via the CPE. Such requirement 
may readily be communicated to the CPE via the connection 
identifier included with the provided bandwidth; for example, 
a connection may be identified as a discrete user or a member 
of a discrete user group as part of the connection setup process 
during the initiation of the connection. When such sub-CPE 
users are established, it may be advantageous to have the CPE 
consolidate bandwidth requests between different ones of its 
users into single packets. 

Adaptively Providing Bandwidth Request Opportunities 

0134. In order to be able to quickly respond to communi 
cation needs, it is useful to provide every user with frequent 
opportunities to request bandwidth. As described previously, 
each of the various techniques for obtaining bandwidth 
requests are relatively more efficient under some circum 
stances. For example, multicast polling may cause bandwidth 
to be wasted to resolve collisions. However, when CPE users 
are inactive for substantial periods, the frequency of their 
requests is low and the probability of collision with other 
similarly inactive CPEs becomes small. In this case “conten 
tion” polling, which uses very little bandwidth in the absence 
of collisions, can efficiently provide frequent opportunities 
for users of inactive CPEs to request bandwidth. “Inactive' 
users may be divided into as many groups as bandwidth units 
are available, and one contention slot may then be assigned to 
each Such group. In order to accommodate such varying con 
tention polling groups, it may be helpful to define many Small 
polling groups including each new user, so that a convenient 
polling group address is available when needed. 
0135. As the number of CPEs designated in each multicast 
poll decreases, the likelihood that a particular CPE within the 
polling group will request bandwidth may be allowed to 
increase. Thus, relatively more active CPEs (e.g. those which 
have had activity more recently, or which have connections 
expected to generate a bandwidth request soon) may be ser 
Viced by a multicast poll to a multicast poll group having only 
two or three CPEs, without increasing the probability of a 
collision. In this way, the connection parameters of individual 
users, for example the bandwidth request probability of a 
CPE, can be used to adjust the membership of polling groups 
which are each serviced by multicast polling at a particular 
rate, and also to adjust the polling rate of Such multicast 
polling. A higher rate of multicast polling decreases the like 
lihood of collision and permits quicker response to a CPE's 
need for bandwidth. Conversely, of course, as the amount of 
available bandwidth for multicast polling decreases, it may be 
necessary to provide a contention slot to a larger multicast 
polling group of “inactive' users. In this case, the definition of 
“inactive' may be made more stringent in order to reduce the 
likelihood of a collision, so that only users with a low prob 
ability of making a bandwidth request are included in a mul 
ticast polling group having a large number of members. 
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I0136. It is often efficient to poll active CPEs at a zero 
polling rate, absent a request indicated by a "poll-me” mes 
sage, because active CPES have opportunities to engage in 
"piggybacking techniques or to send "poll-me” messages, as 
described above. Between the extremes of high usage which 
permits Zero-rate polling, and low usage which can be effi 
ciently serviced with multicast polling, moderate usage CPES 
(or other users) may be given individual or reservation-based 
polling to provide opportunities to request bandwidth without 
collisions. 

0.137 For users (or groups of users) which are selected for 
individual polling, the rate of polling for each user may be 
affected by a combination of one or more objective param 
eters specific to the user's communications, and may also be 
affected by objective parameters reflecting the shared 
medium generally, such as constraints on the shared physical 
channel. Examples of communication parameters corre 
sponding to a particular user (or group of users) include: a) 
time since last bandwidth usage; b1) user QoS, or b2) for 
groups, number of high-QoS connections or composite QoS. 
c) expected rate of bandwidth usage; d) measured rate of 
previous bandwidth usage; e) contractual guarantee of band 
width availability and response time; and f) modulation level 
of physical channel, to name a few. Examples of parameters 
which reflect the shared medium more generally include: i) 
availability of bandwidth for the CPEs, i.e. available time in 
the uplink subframe; j) availability of high-QoS bandwidth, 
including low-QoS bandwidth which can be reallocated; k) a 
number of users for which individual polling is desired: 1) 
number of users at each modulation which do not presently 
have allocated bandwidth, i.e. are paused or inactive; m) the 
average time, for groups of users, since using bandwidth; n) 
and other composites of parameters for groups of users in 
various categories. 
0.138. The number of parameters general to the shared 
medium which can affect rates of individual polling is prac 
tically unlimited. It may be useful to categorize some of these 
parameters into a finite number of possible states, and use 
only the categorized State values in determining polling rates. 
Useful categorization may be better understood by examples. 
The following example is provided to illustrate a way to 
categorize communication parameters, and not to limit the 
Scope of the claimed invention. 
0.139. As one example, users may be categorized accord 
ing to relative recent activity, with activity category 
I="active.” category II-"no activity for one to ten frames.” 
category III-"no activity for eleven to one hundred frames.” 
category IV="no activity for one hundred and one to one 
thousand frames, and category V “no activity for over one 
thousand frames. In a simple example, all category II users 
may be individually polled at least once every three frames; if 
bandwidth is available, category III users are polled next, up 
to a maximum of once per five frames. Users in category IV 
may be grouped according to modulation level to form groups 
of three or fewer members, and each group may be multicast 
polled at least once each five frames. All category V users may 
receive a single multicast poll at least every five frames. 
0140 FIG. 14 is a flow diagram showing method steps 
which may be employed by a base station to enhance the 
efficiency of obtaining requests for bandwidth allocations by 
adaptively applying more appropriate bandwidth allocation 
techniques as the conditions, particularly recent usage and 
QoS requirements, of CPEs changes. These method steps 
may be performed by a polling policy module of the system 
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processing communications at a base station. Polling deci 
sions are updated periodically; the decision tree may be 
entered once per frame or once per two frames, or even less 
frequently. Note that while four polling groups (Active, 
Recently Active, Pausing and Inactive), as described below 
with respect to FIG. 14, is convenient and effective for some 
systems, either more or less polling groups may be defined 
along the general lines of the foregoing description. 
0141 Entering the method described in FIG. 14 at STEP 
1402, the base station checks the polling status of each CPE, 
and when none remain to be checked, the procedure is done. 
Otherwise, at STEP 1404 a check is made for outstanding 
bandwidth requests, which when satisfied will permit a CPE 
to piggyback a bandwidth request, or request polling. If the 
CPE has an outstanding bandwidth request, then at STEP 
1406 a timer TSR is set to -1; thereafter the next CPE will be 
checked. If there is no BW request outstanding, then at STEP 
1408 two timers are incremented (or any other means for 
tracking time may be employed). The “time since request' 
timer TSR generally tracks how long the CPE has been inac 
tive, while the “time since poll timer TSP tracks the duration 
of the polling period. 
0142. At STEP 1410, a check is made whether it has been 
less than a short time A since the CPE was active, and if so 
then the CPE is deemed to be in the “active' polling group at 
STEP 1412, and the next CPE will then be checked. The value 
of A may for example be one, two, or a number less than 10 
frame periods, at least for 1 ms frame period systems. If TSR 
is greater than A, then STEP 1414 determines if it is less than 
the larger quantity B. B may be a fraction of a second to 
several seconds, i.e. a few frames up to thousands of frame 
periods in the system described above. If TSR is less than B, 
the CPE is deemed “recently active” at STEP 1416 and then 
will be individually polled. For such recently active CPEs, the 
polling period may be fairly high. Thus, at STEP 1418 the 
time since last poll TSP is compared to threshold Q. Q may 
range from about 10 frames to hundreds of frames, depending 
in part upon the value assigned to A. If TSP has exceeded the 
Q period, then at STEP 1420 the CPE is set up for an indi 
vidual poll, which includes setting TSP=-1, and otherwise 
the next CPE is checked. 

0143. If TSR was not less than B, then at STEP 1422 TSR 
is checked for being less than C. If TSR exceeds B but is less 
than C, then the CPE is deemed at STEP 1424 to be pausing, 
and that CPE will be polled at a period defined by S in STEP 
1426. There, if TSP is less than Sthen a poll is not needed yet 
and the next CPE is tested at 1402; but if TSP is not less than 
S, then the CPE is set up for an individual poll at STEP 1420. 
If TSR was not less than Cat STEP 1422, then at STEP 1428 
the CPE is deemed Inactive, and is set up for periodic multi 
cast polling as described above, including setting TSP-1. 
The multicast polling will be performed at a rate defined 
elsewhere, for a plurality of different CPEs which are all 
deemed inactive. As an example, a multicast poll may be 
provided every 100 ms for each group of six or less Inactive 
CPES. Groups for such multicast polls may usefully be 
selected according to the modulation level of the CPE, 
because by performing the polling at higher modulation lev 
els (e.g. QAM-64), less time is consumed for a physical 
information unit for polling. 
0144. In the decision variables of FIG. 14, C is a greater 
value than B, and may be many seconds or even many min 
utes. Typical values for A, B and C may be 2 ms, 2 s, and 2 
minutes, respectively, but as explained these values may vary 
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widely according to the needs of the particular application. 
Typical values for Q and S may be 20 ms and 200 ms, respec 
tively. 
0145 The values of each of the variables A, B, C, Q and S 
may be adaptively varied depending upon the currently avail 
able bandwidth (or currently used bandwidth), or to the num 
ber of members of the defined groups. For example, the value 
of C may be decreased proportionally to a decrease in avail 
able bandwidth, in order to cause CPEs to be more quickly 
deemed inactive, so that multicast polling may be used and 
bandwidth saved thereby. Meanwhile, Q may be increased 
proportional to the number of “Recently Active' users, while 
S may be increased proportional to the number of “Pausing 
users. Conversely, C may be increased, and Q and S 
decreased, proportional to an increase in bandwidth available 
for polling. The skilled person will understand that a wide 
range of adaptive algorithms may be constructed depending 
upon the particular circumstances of an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0146. At least two distinct types of quality of service 
(QoS) may be identified and employed as communication 
parameters corresponding to the user for adaptively modify 
ing the techniques used for obtaining bandwidth requests. A 
first type of QoS is contractual, and represents the perfor 
mance which the communication system provider undertakes 
to guarantee to particular users. The second type is required 
by the nature of the communication connections serviced to 
ensure integrity of the communication. For example, constant 
bitrate (CBR) services such as the well-known T1/E1, T2/E2, 
and T3/E3 lines each require bandwidth allocations which 
will enable the connection to convey data at regular time 
intervals, within preestablished restrictions on the jitter and 
delay of the time intervals, to ensure the integrity of the 
communication. These two different types of QoS may be 
included within the general term QoS, or may be distinctly 
specified, for example, as “contractual QoS and “physical 
QoS. These QoS parameters may be used to determine the 
nature and rate of technique which is to be used to determine 
bandwidth for a particular user. 
0147 The precise mixture of the foregoing techniques 
which will permit the base station to most efficiently accept 
and respond to bandwidth requests within the constraints of 
the service negotiated will, of course, vary from system to 
system. The base station may adjust the “polling policy,” or 
method by which bandwidth requests will be obtained, for 
each CPE individually based upon an algorithm which is 
adapted for the system. In an exemplary embodiment, how 
ever, a limited number of polling policies may be defined, and 
each CPE may be assigned to utilize one of the defined polling 
policies. The group of CPES assigned to utilize a particular 
polling policy thus forms a “polling policy group.” 

Per-User Adaptation of Bandwidth Request Techniques 

0.148. As explained above, users may be adaptively 
assigned to different "polling policy groups or categories, 
and the technique for obtaining bandwidth for a particular 
user may be determined by the group or category to which 
they areassigned. However, the technique for obtaining band 
width requests may be adaptively determined for each par 
ticular user on the basis of the users parameters (and relevant 
channel parameters) without reference to such “polling 
policy” groups. Such “per-user adaptation is described 
below. 
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014.9 FIG. 15 is a flow diagram showing transitions in a 
polling state for individual CPEs, which respond, for 
example, to the activity and QoS of connections to each CPE, 
in order to adaptively vary the procedure by which bandwidth 
requests are obtained from each CPE. The state tests may be 
performed for each CPE periodically, such as every frame. 
The state tests may be initiated by leaving the “Done' state 
1500 along path 1502. At 1510 a test may be performed for 
activity in the most recent frame. If there has been activity, 
then the CPE has had an opportunity to request BW or at least 
request to be polled. Therefore, time since activity (TSA) and 
time since poll (TSP) are both set to -1 at block 1512. There 
after, TSA and TSP are incremented at block 1514. Next, a 
test is made at block 1520 to see if activity is recent enough, 
i.e. if TSA is less than a first threshold A. If less than “A 
periods have elapsed since activity, then the CPE may be 
categorized as 'Active' at block 1522. In many instances it 
will be unnecessary to poll active connections, since they 
have adequate opportunities to request bandwidth, and 
accordingly Active CPEs may immediately proceed to Done 
at 1500. If TSA is not less than “A” then at 1524 a test may be 
made as to whether there are adequate constant bit rate (CBR) 
connections. Sufficient CBR connections exist when the CPE 
has a CBR connection of a sufficient rate to allow the CPE to 
set a PollMebit often enough to cause polling at a rate at least 
as fast as the selected FastPolling rate. In this embodiment, 
the presence of sufficient CBR connections means that there 
are sufficient uplink connections; moreover, the base station 
provides uplink bandwidth to the user at the CBR rate. 
Accordingly, even though the CBR rate may be such that 
more time has elapsed since the last activity than 'A' it is 
preestablished that uplink bandwidth will be provided soon 
enough and frequently enough to provide opportunities for 
bandwidth requests which are sufficient to meet the QoS 
requirements of the link. Thus, sufficient CBR activity will 
have a similar effect as actual activity, Such that the poll State 
for such a CPE may also be set to Active, and the flow may 
proceed to block 1500. 
0150. If the CPE is neither presently active, nor has 
enough CBR connections, then TSA may be tested again at 
block 1530 to see if TSA remains below another threshold, B 
(B should be greater than A). If so, then at block 1532 the poll 
state of the CPE may be set to Fast Individual Polling. IfTSA 
is not less than B, the processing proceeds to block 1532 to 
test for high QoS connections. The CPE poll state may also 
arrive at the Fast Polling block 1532 via the decision 1534, if 
it has one or more high QoS connections. Thus, the presence 
of one or more high QoS connections to the user may prevent 
the user's polling state from reaching the slow polling State 
1542. If the CPE poll state is set to fast polling, then at block 
1560 the time since polling (TSP) of the CPE will be tested to 
see if it is less than a threshold “F” If it is, then the CPE has 
been polled recently enough and the processing is done for 
that CPE and frame. Processing proceeds to block 1500, 
which will generally be left only after the next frame is 
completed. If TSP is not less than F, then a flag may be set or 
other arrangement made so that the CPE will be polled, as 
directed by block 1552. Once instructions for such poll are in 
place, the CPE is done for that frame. 
0151. If at block 1534 the CPE does not have high QoS 
connections, then it may be tested to see if its TSA is still less 
than a threshold “C” (C should be greater than B). If so, then 
the CPE's poll state may be updated at block 1542. If not, the 
CPE will be tested at block 1544 to see if it has medium QoS 
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connections, which would provide another reason to have its 
polling state set to Slow Polling at block 1542. After the 
CPE's poll state has been set to a slow polling state at block 
1542, the CPE’s TSP is tested at block 1550 to see if it is less 
than a threshold S. If so, then processing is done for that CPE 
for the present frame, and if not then processing advances to 
block 1552 where arrangements are made so that a poll will be 
promptly provided to that CPE, before the processing pro 
ceeds to block 1500 “done.” Meanwhile, if the processing 
proceeded to block 1544 but the CPE did not have medium 
QoS connections, then the CPE's poll state may be set at 
block 1546. Block 1546 indicates that the CPE's poll state 
may be set to “Inactive at which point, for example, indi 
vidual polling may be suspended for the CPE, at least until 
further activity occurs. The CPE may be set for only multicast 
polling, in which it must contend for uplink polling band 
width provided to a plurality of such users, or even to all users 
which do not have other opportunity to request bandwidth 
(broadcast polling). Instead of proceeding directly to a final 
poll state 1546 after failing the test block 1544, the steps of 
FIG. 15 may be extended in a similar fashion as blocks 1530, 
1534, etc., testing for even longer inactivity at each Such 
extended step. Thus, block 1546 could effectively be broken 
into two or more blocks, one instructing periodic multicast 
polling and another terminating all polling so that only the 
global contention slot remains available to the particular CPE 
for requesting bandwidth. Other similar variations are also 
possible. At the end of Such poll state testing, the processing 
for the particular CPE proceeds to block 1500 to wait for the 
next test cycle, which is typically provided during the next 
frame, but may also be delayed by an intervening frame. 
0152. In another per-user bandwidth request technique 
embodiment, a calculation is performed for each user peri 
odically, such as once per frame, to determine whether or not 
to poll the user immediately. Polling is thus adjusted for each 
user to achieve a minimum threshold of QoS required by the 
user, and to provide increases in the polling rate in the event 
of uplink bandwidth availability, limited by any needs for a 
consistent polling rate, or low jitter. It is convenient to deter 
mine whether to poll in the present frame, since inputs to the 
system are constantly changing, for example as connections 
are added, dropped, or changed. An exemplary Boolean func 
tion to be evaluated in this embodiment is structured as fol 
lows: 

ShouldPoll f(Tg, minOos, maxQos, UT) 

0153. In the above equation, “Tg is the time (which may 
be quantified in units uniquely appropriate for the system, 
Such as frames) since the user was last granted bandwidth. 
“MinCos' is the minimum required QoS of the user, 
expressed as a request frequency, or request opportunities per 
second, and is a function of the maximum delay which the 
connection or connections of the user can tolerate: 
minOos=fl(max delay), where “max delay' is the maximum 
delay which can be tolerated by the user (and which is typi 
cally determined by the least of the maximum delay toler 
ances for each active connection of the user). MaxDelay may 
be expressed in units of frames, in which case minOOS may be 
determined, for example, as minOos-Framerate(in frames/ 
s)/maxDelay. MaxDelay may also be measured in (standard) 
time units, an example of which has minOos=1/maxDelay (in 
seconds). Thus, in a system with 1 millisecond frames (a 
framerate of 1000/second), a connection that could tolerate a 
delay of 100 milliseconds (=100 frames) would have 
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minOos=Framerate/maxDelay=(1000 frames/s)/(100 
frames)=10 (request opportunities) per second. Similarly, if 
maxDelay is in time units, then minOos=1/maxDelay=1/(100 
mS)=10 (request opportunities) per second. MinOos may, for 
example, be determined by the least delay-tolerant connec 
tion of a user, or may be determined by the composite delay 
tolerances of all active users, and thus will generally change 
when connections are set up, terminated or changed. "Max 
Qos' is the maximum allowed QoS of the user, also expressed 
as bandwidth request opportunities per second. In a simple 
example, maxQoSf2(minOos, Framerate), or more specifi 
cally, maxQoS greater of (Framerate) and (minOos). Thus, 
maxQoS may be truncated at a rate equal to the frame rate of 
the system. However, maxQos may be permitted to exceed the 
frame rate by permitting plural request opportunities for a 
single user within a frame. Such plural bandwidth request 
opportunities in a frame may be employed by a user to send 
data as well as an explicit bandwidth request in the uplink, 
despite not having requested bandwidth allocation in the pre 
vious frame. “Framerate' is a generally fixed value defined by 
the system, though variable frame rate systems are also pos 
sible. MaxQos, like minOos, will generally be calculated only 
upon a change in connection status.“UI' is the current uplink 
utilization of the link shared by the user, and may be 
expressed as a percent (e.g., 80 indicates that the link is 
currently 80% full). This value will change frequently. 
0154) In the following exemplary equation, the bracketed 
item returns a “1” if true, “O'” if false: 

ShouldPoll=Tg>=(Framerate/(mingos-(maxOOS 
mingoS)*(100-UT)/100)) 

(O155 In the simplest case, if ShouldPoll is true, then the 
user for which ShouldPoll has been calculated will be imme 
diately polled (e.g., by providing a unit of uplink bandwidth 
to the user in the next uplink map). Evaluating the above 
equation each frame for a user yields a polling determination 
for Such user on a Substantially continuous basis, based upon 
characteristics of the user (e.g., minOos, maxQoS, and Tg) 
and upon characteristics of the link shared by the user (e.g., 
Framerate, Ul). The basis of the exemplary “ShouldPoll” 
equation, is Substantially, but not absolutely, continuous. Its 
absolute continuity is limited by System quantization due, for 
example, to the integral nature of frame units which limit the 
continuity of expressed frequencies (frames per second) and 
of time (when it is expressed in frame periods between 
events). An equation based upon a combination of one or 
more variables which are allowed to take on all applicable 
values, limited only by the applicable range and quantization 
level of the variables, has a substantially continuous basis. An 
equation which combines one or more variables to form a 
compound variable which can take on a large number (gen 
erally, more than a dozen) of possible values also has a Sub 
stantially continuous basis. Note that when implementing 
functions such as the exemplary equations above, it may be 
convenient to modify the equations to use values inverse to 
QoS (which is typically in units of request opportunities per 
second). For example, one may use minPollPeriod=1/max 
Qos, and maxPollPeriod=1/minOos. Since minPollPeriod 
and maxPollPeriod are inverse to QoS frequency values, they 
may be expressed as time, for example in units of frame 
periods. Based upon the foregoing explanation and examples, 
the skilled person can readily derive alternative continuous 
functions based upon the particular needs of the system with 
which they are working. 
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0156 The preceding examples explicitly teach per-user 
adaptation, as distinct from 'group-based’ adaptive tech 
niques for obtaining bandwidth requests. However, group 
based and per-user techniques are not mutually exclusive, and 
practical systems will often employ aspects of both group 
based and per-user adaptation techniques. In a single exem 
plary system, Some users may be polled based upon Substan 
tially continuous functions of parameters uniquely associated 
with them (with or without other parameters common to the 
channel), while other users are polled according to a rate 
established for a group, or polling category, of which they are 
a member. For example, users falling within one arbitrary 
range of activity may be designated for group polling, while 
users within another arbitrary range of activity are designated 
for Zero polling; yet users falling outside those two ranges 
may be polled on the basis of a Substantially continuous 
function of relevant parameters. All logically consistent com 
binations of group-based and per-user techniques such as 
taught herein are embodiments which may be appropriate for 
Some systems, and may be selected for a particular system 
based upon engineering considerations of performance and 
convenience. 

Users, Groups and Categories 
0157. The foregoing principles teach obtaining bandwidth 
requests from users adaptively based upon parameters of the 
users, or upon composite parameters of a group of users. The 
users, and groups and categories of users, which exist in 
different embodiments may vary substantially in character. In 
general, a user is an identifiable entity communicating via a 
base station and having at least one communication param 
eter (relevant to obtaining uplink bandwidth) which reflects 
the user's communication via the base station. The user is 
treated as a discrete entity for purposes of obtaining BW, and 
is granted BW as a unit. Users can be an individual connec 
tion, a plurality of logically grouped connections, or physi 
cally grouped connections. All of the connections served by a 
particular CPE, and logical Subgroups of connections within 
a CPE, are examples of grouped connections forming a user 
which is treated as a single entity for BWallocation purposes. 
Subgroup users within a CPE may be based on common 
conditions, such as common QoS, or may be organized as a 
“user based on load-sharing principles. 
0158. Above, a group of distinguishable entities is 
described as being treatable as a discrete user for purposes of 
bandwidth requests and allocation. However, a group of Such 
discrete users may be treated in common in Some regard. For 
example, one group of CPE users might be defined by the fact 
that they communicate by a common shared channel (com 
mon frequency and transmitter), have common modulation 
and forward error correction (FEC) settings, and further have 
low recent BW usage. Such a group of CPEs can, for example, 
be given the same multicast polling opportunities. However, 
this is a group of discrete users, and thus each user may 
request BW, and have BW allocated, on an individual basis. 
Membership in Such a group is, in general, variable depend 
ing upon relevant conditions. 
0159. A plurality of users may be defined as belonging to 
a category of users, such as those users sharing the same 
physical connection channel and having a particular QoS, or 
those users sharing the same physical connection, modulation 
level and FEC technique. Decisions regarding BW allocation 
may be based in part upon one or more Such categories to 
which a particular user may belong. 
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0160 Communication parameters may also be catego 
rized, which is to say that a range of a particular parameter 
may be treated the same for Some purpose. For example, users 
may be identified as belonging to a particular category of 
users which share the same physical connection channel and 
also have a particular category of recent BW usage. Thus, 
users sharing the same physical channel may be identified as 
belonging to a “low usage.” a “recently active.” or an “active 
usage' category in regard to the value of this parameter which 
is applied to them. In this way, a parameter Such as “time since 
BW last allocated may be treated as having a finite of pos 
sible states, as an alternative to being treated as a practically 
continuous variable parameter. 
0161 These possibilities, for BW request and allocation 
purposes, of designating a group of identifiable entities as a 
single user, of designating a category of users for common 
treatment in some respect, and of responding to communica 
tion parameter value either as a member of a category of Such 
values, or as a continuously variable parameter, add a large 
measure of flexibility to the inventive BW request and allo 
cation techniques taught herein. Each claim must be inter 
preted, insofar as possible, as referring to all such alternative 
interpretations. Moreover, the foregoing examples may pro 
vide some specific meanings for the terms “user 'group' 
and “category, but all Such specific meanings are in addition 
to the usual dictionary meaning of the terms, rather than 
limitations on the dictionary meanings. 

Adaptive Bandwidth Request Technique Modules 
0162. A system using the above bandwidth request pro 
cessing techniques may implement them within a series of 
functional modules. For example, the information flow dia 
gram of FIG. 16 reflects a system having a polling policy 
module 1610, an individual poll module 1620, a bandwidth 
request processing module 1630, a "poll-me” message pro 
cessing module 1640, a multicast poll module 1650 and asso 
ciated contention resolution module 1660, and a channel 
bandwidth allocation module 1670. These may be functional 
subsections of an overall base station LL-MAA MAC 1690 
for controlling access to one physical channel. 
0163 The polling policy module 1610 may be a functional 
block within a base station LL-MAA MAC handling a par 
ticular channel. The polling policy module will be configured 
to adaptively control the technique by which bandwidth 
requests will be obtained from each user. The configuration 
may employ any combination of the adaptive techniques 
described above, for example as shown in FIGS. 14 and 15, 
and in particular may employ any combination of polling 
group-based and per-user calculations to change the tech 
nique or rate at which opportunities for Soliciting bandwidth 
are provided to each particular user. Thus, for example, the 
polling policy module may establish Zero polling for cur 
rently active users, may assign users having a range of usage 
history and QoS needs and guarantees to one or more polling 
groups to which multicast polls are made on a bandwidth 
available basis, and may individually poll users at a periodic 
rate depending Substantially on per-user communication 
parameters, such as recent bandwidth usage, physical con 
nection QoS. number of active connections (for users which 
are groups or CPES), and contractual QoS. In the less complex 
organization, as shown, the uplink subframe map queues, the 
"poll-me” message processing module, and the bandwidth 
request processing module each provide inputs to the polling 
policy module. Other inputs (not shown) are provided from 
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higher levels of the system to indicate contractual QoS, user 
groups and connection IDs. However, more complex struc 
tures may include other data interactions, such as direct inter 
actions between the polling policy module and the channel 
bandwidth allocation module, to permit balancing between 
these independently adaptive systems before the channel 
bandwidth allocation module directs the allocation in the 
uplink subframe map queues. The polling policy module may 
be a functional block of the base station LL-MAA MAC. It 
may be implemented at least partly in software, but the skilled 
person will understand that engineering considerations may 
indicate an advantage of having some orall of the functions of 
this module performed in hardware, such as in one or more 
ASICS. 

0164. The individual poll module 1620 may be configured 
to prepare for individual poll of one or more target users, and 
to queue such a poll for the next available downlink to the 
CPE handling (or identical to) each user. The individual poll 
module may accept instructions from the polling policy mod 
ule defining which users to individually poll, and a rate or a 
priority for Such polling, and may provide detailed polling 
bandwidth instructions to the channel bandwidth allocation 
module 1670. This module may also accept poll instructions 
from the “poll-me” message processing module 1640. The 
individual poll module may be a functional block within a 
base station LL-MAA 1690 handling a particular communi 
cation channel, and may be implemented in hardware, in 
software, or more typically in a combination of both, based 
upon engineering considerations such as the structure of asso 
ciated modules. 

0.165. The bandwidth request processing module 1630 
may be configured to identify bandwidth requests disposed in 
the uplink communications received from the CPEs, and to 
interpret such requests. The module 1630 generally receives 
data from the base station LL-MAA MAC uplink sub-frame 
map queues 1680 identifying polling slots, and particularly 
contention slots, in the uplink Sub-frame map. This informa 
tion may be compared with the demodulated data actually 
received on the uplink receive queue 1690. An analysis of the 
data received during contention slots may readily be devised 
by the skilled person, for the particular protocol of the system, 
to distinguish a probable collision from a valid bandwidth 
request, and also from an absence of any response. Informa 
tion indicating a probable collision may be forwarded to a 
contention resolution module 1660, described below. The 
bandwidth request processing module 1630 may be a func 
tional part of the base station LL-MAA MAC 1690, and like 
other modules of the base station LL-MAA MAC, may be 
implemented in any combination of Software and hardware. 
The output from the bandwidth request processing module, 
requests for bandwidth, may be directed to the channel band 
width allocation module 1670. 
0166 The “poll-me” message processing module 1640 
may be configured to interpret the poll-me message (and 
similar messages, such as a priority poll-me message, if used) 
to cause an active CPE to be polled individually. The “poll-me 
bit processing module receives as an input the data in which 
may contain a "poll-me” message, identifies that message, 
and appropriately requests polling bandwidth from the chan 
nel bandwidth allocation module 1670. 

0167. The multicast poll module 1650 may be configured 
to identify, for example by input from the polling policy 
module, which CPEs are eligible for multicast polling due to 
their relatively low probability of requesting bandwidth. The 
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multicast poll module 1650 may examine the previously iden 
tified polling groups which have been assigned, and may 
balance individual request probability for each member in 
Such groups with the group size to determine a preferred 
multicast polling rate for the group. The multicast polling 
bandwidth output from this module may be directed to the 
channel bandwidth allocation module 1670. This module 
may be implemented in any practical combination of hard 
ware and Software. 
0168 Since multicast polling provides a potential for con 
tention, an associated contention resolution module 1660 
may perform the steps described previously to resolve colli 
sions. The contention resolution module 1660 may receive 
information from the bandwidth request processing module 
1630 indicating probable collision and potentially involved 
users (e.g. those polled during the contention slot which did 
not receive a separate individual poll nor dispose a poll else 
where in the received uplink queue). The contention resolu 
tion module 1660 may then select a contention resolution 
procedure depending upon the circumstances, and may indi 
cate to the channel bandwidth allocation module 1670 when 
further individual or multicast polls should be provided to 
members of the contending group. 
(0169. The channel bandwidth allocation module 1670 
may receive inputs from the bandwidth request processing 
module 1630, the individual poll module 1620, and the mul 
ticast poll module 1650, and then direct the disposition of 
each bandwidth slot to the base station LL-MAAMAC uplink 
sub-frame map queues 1680. The bandwidth request process 
ing module may take into account the available bandwidth of 
the channel, and may implement fairness algorithms (de 
scribed elsewhere) to balance the bandwidth requests and 
availability, thus providing adaptation in the granting of 
uplink bandwidth. Such grant adaptation interacts with the 
distinct function of adaptively obtaining bandwidth requests, 
since the amount of bandwidth granted affects the bandwidth 
available for polling, as well as affecting the communication 
parameters of each user. Accordingly, a variation not shown 
in FIG. 16 permits direct interaction between the channel 
bandwidth allocation module 1670 and the polling policy 
module 1610 to permit iterative solution of the polling policy 
and bandwidth allocation adaptations. 
0170 Each of the modules described above may perform 

its data manipulations in a processor under Software or firm 
ware control, or in hardware specifically prepared for the 
tasks, or in a combination of hardware and software. More 
over, those skilled in the art will understand that functions 
which are described as being performed by certain system 
modules may in general be performed by different modules. 
FIG. 16 show exemplary information flows, but many other 
information flows are possible in various embodiments of a 
system having a base station which adaptively obtains band 
width requests from users. 

SUMMARY 

0171 In summary, the bandwidth allocation method and 
apparatus described herein includes powerful, highly effi 
cient means for allocating bandwidth in a broadband wireless 
communication system. The present bandwidth allocation 
method and apparatus uses a combination of individual and 
group polling techniques, contention-based polling, piggy 
backing, and CPE-initiated techniques to efficiently allocate 
bandwidth in a communication system. These may be 
employed with particular efficiency by dynamically and 
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adaptively categorizing CPES into polling groups, and using 
the bandwidth allocation techniques most appropriate for 
each Such group. Advantageously, only those currently active 
CPEs (CPEs that currently have bandwidth allocations asso 
ciated thereto) are permitted to request more bandwidth using 
either the piggybacking or poll-me bit methods. In addition, a 
base station can save bandwidth by implicitly informing the 
CPE of additional bandwidth allocation. The base station 
implicitly informs the CPE of additional bandwidth alloca 
tion by allocating additional bandwidth to the CPE in the 
uplink Sub-frame map. Similarly, the base stations implicitly 
poll the CPEs by allocating bandwidth in the uplink to enable 
the CPEs to respond to the poll with a bandwidth request. 
0172. In honoring the bandwidth requests, the base station 
builds and maintains a logical queue of the data to be trans 
mitted. The queues are developed by the base stations based 
upon the QoS. In addition, the base station allocates band 
width based on a combination of QoS and a QoS unique 
fairness algorithm. The CPE itself, rather than the base sta 
tion, distributes the allocated bandwidth to its services in any 
manner the CPE determines to be appropriate. Thus, the CPE 
can use its allocated bandwidth in a manner that differs from 
the originally intended (and requested) purpose. 
0173 A number of embodiments of the present invention 
have been described. Nevertheless, it will be understood that 
various modifications may be made without departing from 
the scope of the invention. Any DAMA system may effi 
ciently obtain and react to varying bandwidth needs by 
employing the adaptive techniques described herein. The 
method and apparatus described herein can be used in many 
types of data communications systems, such as a satellite 
communication system. In such a communication system, 
satellites replace the base stations described above. In this 
case, the CPEs may not be at fixed distances from the satel 
lites, making more difficult to schedule DAMA services for 
the CPES. The methods described herein are not limited to 
wireless systems, but can be used in a wired communication 
system. The only difference between some wired systems and 
the wireless system described above is that the channel char 
acteristics vary between the two. However, the bandwidth 
allocations do not change as between the two types of sys 
temS. 

0.174. Other systems, both wired and wireless, may share 
media between a plurality of users without using frames as 
they are described herein. Even in Such systems a scheduling 
interval for allocating opportunities to request bandwidth 
may be dynamically varied in accordance with the teaching 
herein in order to efficiently determine user bandwidth needs. 
Accordingly, it is to be understood that the scope of the 
invention is not to be limited by the specific illustrated 
embodiments, but only by the scope of the appended claims. 

1. A subscriber station for a broadband wireless commu 
nication system comprising: 

a transceiver, and 
a Media Access Control (MAC) module configured to 

provision a bandwidth request specifying a requested 
amount of uplink (UL) bandwidth pertaining to a 
connection established at the subscriber station, 

receive a UL bandwidth grant for the connection, and 
allocate the UL bandwidth grant to at least one of a plural 

ity of connections established at the subscriber station. 
2. A subscriber station as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 

MAC module is further configured to identify the UL band 
width grant. 
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3. A subscriber station as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
UL bandwidth grant is specified in a UL frame map received 
by the subscriber station. 

4. A subscriber station as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
UL bandwidth grant is specified in a UL frame map received 
by the subscriber station. 

5. A subscriber station as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
UL bandwidth grant is based on a type of service established 
for the specified connection. 

6. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
UL bandwidth grant is based on a respective communication 
parameter associated with the Subscriber station. 

7. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 6, wherein the 
communication parameter includes the quality of service 
required by at least one of a plurality of user connections 
served by the subscriber station. 

8. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 6, wherein the 
communication parameter further includes the amount of 
bandwidth available for sharing among the subscriber sta 
tions. 

9. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 6, wherein the 
communication parameter further includes the number of 
active subscriber stations. 

10. A subscriberstations as claimed in claim 6, wherein the 
communication parameter further includes the bandwidth 
currently used by the downlink (DL) traffic. 

11. A subscriberstations as claimed in claim 6, wherein the 
communication parameter further includes a composite pri 
ority parameter. 

12. A subscriberstations as claimed in claim 6, wherein the 
communication parameter further includes an estimated 
amount of bandwidth needed to accommodate bandwidth 
requests. 

13. A subscriberstations as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
UL bandwidth grant is allocated between connections based 
on a type of service established for each connection. 

14. A subscriberstations as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
UL bandwidth grant is allocated based on the current state of 
the queues associated with the plurality of connections. 
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15. A subscriber station for a broadband wireless commu 
nication system comprising: 

transmit and receive circuitry; and 
a Media Access Control (MAC) module configured to 
transmit an explicit message requesting a polling opportu 

nity for enabling the subscriber station to request UL 
bandwidth, 

receive a polling opportunity as a given amount of UL 
bandwidth, and 

provision a bandwidth request within the given amount of 
UL bandwidth, the BW request specifying a requested 
amount of UL bandwidth pertaining to a specified con 
nection established at the subscriber station. 

16. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 15, wherein 
the MAC module is further configured to receive a UL band 
width grant identified in a UL frame map. 

17. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 15, wherein 
the explicit message is a poll-me message. 

18. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 17, wherein 
the poll-me message is a poll-me bit provided in a reserved 
field in the header of a packet. 

19. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 17, wherein 
the poll-me message is a particular combination of bits pro 
vided in a reserved field of a packet. 

20. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 17, wherein 
the poll-me message specifies the required amount of band 
width in bandwidth units. 

21. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 17, wherein 
the poll-me message further identifies an additional band 
width request message within the UL traffic. 

22. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 15, wherein 
the MAC module is further configured to insert the bandwidth 
request within bandwidth already allocated to UL traffic. 

23. A subscriber stations as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
BW request has a specified structure for identification by a 
receiver. 


